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The low pressure turbine for the NASA/General Electric Energy Efficient Engine
is a highly loaded flve-stage design featuring high outer wall slope, controlled
vortex aerodynamics, low stage flow coefficient, and reduced clearances.
An assessment of the performance of the LPT has been made based on a series of
scaled air=turbine tests divided into two phases: Block I and Block II. The transi-
tion duct and the first two stages of the turbine were evaluated during the Block I
phase from March through August 1979. The full five-stage scale model, represent:-
ins the final integrated core/low spool (ICLS) design and incorporating redesigns of
stages 1 and 2 based on Block I data analysis, was tested as Block II in June through
September 1981.
Results from the scaled air-turbine tests, reviewed herein, indicate that the
five-stage turbine designed for the ICLS application will attain an efficiency level
of 91.5% at the Mach 0.8/10.67-km (35,000-ft), max-climb design point. This is
relative to program goals of 91.!% for the ICLS snd 91.7% for the flight propulsion
system (FPS).
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3.3 Block I Aerodyn_ic Design















































































Experimental Results and Discussion
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Aspect Ratio, h/d o or h/AW
Airfoil A_ial Width, cm (in.)
British Thermal Unit




























General Electric Commercial Turbofan Engine
Diameter, cm (in.), or Scale Factor (Table VI)





Flight Idle Operating Point
Flight Propulsion System - The fully developed configuration Of
the E 3 which would be suitable for installation o_ an airframe.
Gravitational Constant 32.2 (Ib m ft/ibf sec2), or Gram
Hub
Airfoil Height, cm (in.)
Highly Loaded Fan Turbine
High Pressure Turbine
Inches
Integrated Core/Low Spool - the Turbofan Configuration of the E3




































Maximum Climb Operating Pcint
Maximum Cruise Operating Point
Turbine Speed, rpm
Newton Meter
Number of Airfoils per Blade Row
Pressure_ Fa (psi), or Pitch
Pascal
Denotes Instrumentation Plane (e.g., PL42)
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The low pressure turbine for the NASA/General Electric Energy Effi-
cient Engine is a highly loaded five-stage design featuring high outer wall
siope, controlled vortex aerodynamics, low stage flow coefficient_ and
reduced clearances.
An assessment of the perfo_._ance of the LFT has been made based on a
series of scaled air-turbine te_ts divided into two phases: Block I and
Block !i. The transition duct and the first two stages of the turbine were
evaluated during the Block i phase from March through August 1979. The
full five-stage _cale model, representing the final integrated core/low
spool (ICLS) design and incorporating redesigns of stages 1 and 2 based on
Block I data analysis, was tested as Block II in June through September 1981.
Results from the scaled air-turbine tests, summarized in this report,
indicate that the five-stage turbine designed for the ICLS application will
attain an efficiency level of 91.5% at the Mach O.8/I0.67-km (35,000-ft), max-
climb design point. This is relative to program goals of 91.1% for the ICLS







The NASA/GE Energy Efficient Engine (E 3) Component Development and
Integration Program was initiated on January 2, 1978. The program has as its
objective the development of technology which will improve the energy effi-
ciency of propulsion systems for subsonic commercial aircraft of the late
1980's or early 1990's.
Four major technical tasks were established for the E3 program at it's
inceptions. Task I addressed the design and evaluation of the E= flight pro-
pulsion system (FPS). The Task 1 results established the requirement for the
experimental test hardware, which included the components, core, and integrated
core/low spool. Task 2 consisted of the design, fabrication and testing of the
components and included supporting technology efforts. _ese supporting tech-
nology efforts were performed where required to provide verification of
advanced concepts included in the propulsion system design. Task 3 involved
the design, fabrication, and test evaluation of a core engine, consisting of
the compressor, combustor_ and high pressure turbine. Integration of the core
with the low-spool components and test evaluation of the integrated core/low-
spool (ICLS) comprise Task 4 which is currently scheduled for completion in
the first quarter of 1983.
The low pressure turbine for the Task 4 ICLS evaluation is a five-stage
machine which is coupled to the high pressure turbine via a short (3-inch)
transition duct. The close-coupling of the turbines results in reduced diam--
eters for the forward stages of the LPT and, consequently, in a reduction in
rotor tangential velocity, u. In addition, the relatively high c)cle bypass
ratio of the E 3 engine (BPR=7) is manifested by increased fan po6er requirement
coupled with reduced core flow resulting in higher specific energy requirement,
Ah, for the fan turbine. The high bypass ratio in conjunction with the close-
coupled turbire system result in a significant increase in LPT aerodynamic
loading, Ah/2u 2, relative to fan turbines in current production high bypass
engines such a5 the General Electric CF6.
Further, this increase in loading is to be accomplished without sacrifice
to the efficiency level now being demonstrated by the CF6 fan,turbines.
The technology available to GE which most nearly attains this performance
goal is that which has been demonstrated in the IR&D funded Highly Loaded Fan
Turbine (HLFT) Program. This technology was applied to the E3 LPT aerodynamic
design as part of Task 2.
Additional technology features incorporated into the LPT design include
an active clearance control (ACC) system to reduce blade tip and interstage
seal radial clearances and the use of 360 ° stator casings to improve roundness
control.
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Included in the Task 2 supporting technology effort was a detailed eval-
uation of the LPT aerodynamic design using a 0.67 size scale model test
vehicle. Design_ fabrication, and test of this scaled rig was divided into
two phases: Block I and Block II.
The transition duct and first two stages of the turbine were evaluated
during the Block I phase from March thru August 1979. The configurations
tested as part of the Block I evaluation were:
o Stage 1 nozzle annular cascade
e Stage 1
e Stage I with Stage 2 nozzle annular cascade
T_¢o-=tage group.
The full five-stage scale model, representing the final ICLS design
and incorporating redesign features to address problem area= evident from
Block I data analysis, was tested during the Block II phase from June thru
September, 1981. The configurations tested as part of the Block II eval-
uation were:
• Stage I nozzle annular cascade (redesigned)
• Two-stage group (redesigned)
• Five-stage group (Final ICLS configuration).
This report presents detailed results from the Block I and Block II rigtest series.
3.0 AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
3.1 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
• • Historically in prototype engines_ turbomachinery component efficiencies
fall short of design goals by significant amounts. The consequent cycle
rebalance causes components to operate off-design, further reducing efficiency.
In an attempt to obviate this trend, the ICLS cycle was devised with appropri-
ate derates on component efficiencies. Depending on the accuracy of the effi-
ciency der_ites, turbomachinery components designed to requirements of the
resultant cycle will avoid off-design penalties.
Table I presents LPT cycle data for the Block II ICLS max-climb aerody-
namic design point and, for comparison, data for the FPS maximum climb,
maximum cruise, and sea level takeoff points. Note the relatively small dif-
ferences between climb and cruise for the FPS. Note further that the ICLS
has been designed to a flow function approximately 4% higher at climb than
the FPS. This reflects the derated component efficiencies and estimated
instrumentation losses in the ICLS. It should be noted that a minor change
in cycle definition occurred between Block I and Block II causing a slight
difference in rig design points for the two blocks of testing. This will be
documented in Section 4.3.1.
Efficiency goals at Math 0.8/10.67 km (35,000 ft) maximum climb are 0.911
(or 91.1%) for the ICLS and 0.917 (91.7%) for the FPS.
3.2 NUMBER OF STAGES
The selection of a five-stage configuration for tile E3 LPT was based in
part on results obtained during the IR&D-funding Highly Loaded Fan Turbine
(HLFT) technology development program and also oi, system studies aimed at
minimizing direct operating cost (DOC). These system studies evaluated the
impact of turbine loading, weight, and cost on DOC and indicated a relative
optimum at a loading level attainable in five stages. Further, significant
performance gains at this loading level have been demonstrated in the HLFT
program, indicating that the ICLS goal could be met with a five-stage turbine.
3.3 BLOCK I AERODYNAMIC DESIGN.
Maximum tip diameters for the HPT and LPT were set by mechanical and con-
figuration control requirements at 76.2 cm (30 in.) and 118.1 cm (46.5 in.),
respectively. In addition, ,_he LPT flowpath outer-wall slope was limited to
25 degrees through Stage 3, _ransitioning to cylindrical at the Stage 5 exit.








































































The initial (Block I) five-stage flowpath was defined through an itera-
tive technique whereby a candidate outer-wall contour was Selected (within
the limitations on wall slope and exit diameter) and the inner wall contour
and stage energy distribution were iterated concurrently to yield acceptable
levels of loading (gJLh/2u 2) and flow coefficient (Vz/u) for each stage.
The best of the candidate flowpaths was selected based on a _tage-by-qtage
efficiency estimate which accounted for the effects of loading, flow coef-
ficient, tip slope, aspect ratio, and clearance.
Figure 1 shows the engine configuration of the Block I f!owpath.
Detailed vector diagram calculations were executed for the first four
bladerows of the Block I flowpath using a method that solves the full three-
dimensional, radial equilibrium equation for circumferentially averaged flow.
The procedure accounts for streamline slope and curvature, effect of radial
blade force component due to airfoil sweep and dihedral, airfoil b_ockage,
and radial gradients of flow properties, _ncluding bladerow loss gradients.
Tables II and III present, respectively, vector diagram and bladerow param-
eters for Stages I and 2 of the Block I design.
Airfoil cascade analysis was accomplished by a streamtube curvature
method which calculates along a stream surface determined from the through-
_low analysis, accounting for variations in streamtube thickness. Airfoil
contours and velocity distributions for the Block i bladerows are shown in
Figures 2 thru 5 for _treamsurface sections at 10%, 50%, and 90% from the
inner wall. The peak Maeh number (Mp) is indicated on each Mach number
distribution.
Block I test results are presented in detail in Section 4.5.1 of this
report; however, those aspects of the results which have directly impacted
the Block II design will now be summarized briefly.
Total-to-total efficiency (defined in Appendix F) for the Block I two-
stage group was below the pretest prediction. The following items were iden-
tified as possible contributors to the deficiency.
I. A region of secondary flow over the outer 40% of span of the Stage I
vane was detected during the Configuration 1 test. This loss core,
caused by the combination of a weakened inlet boundary layer (from
the diffusing outer wall of the transition duct) and the high vane
tip slope, caused excess loss, relative to design intent, near the
stator tip.
2. Similar serondary flow effects were _ted over the outer 20% span of
the Stage 2 vane during the stage-and-a-half test.
3. Both rotating tests revealed unexpectedly poor perform_nce in the
region of the rotor hubs. In additiot_ to the severe dropoff at the
hub, performance in the outer half of the annulus is cepres_ed due,
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Table II. Block I Vector Diagram Summary.
Energy Extraction, Ah J/g (BTU/Ibm)
Pressure Ratio, PT0/PT2




Stator Exit Angle, =I (degrees) 54.8
Stator Exit Mach Number, MI 0.640
Rotor Relative Inlet Angle, 81 (degrees) 46.6
Rotor Relative Inlet Mach Number, MRI 0.437
Rotor Relative Exit Angle, 82 (degrees) 57.6
Rotor Relative Exit Mach Number, MR2 0.541
Stage Exit Swirl, r, (degrees) 40.9
Stage Exit Axial Mach Number, MZ2 0.292
Stage 1 Stage 2




Pitch Tip Hub Pitch
0.350 0.393 0.279 0.365
61.7 61.4 58.1 65.7
0.625 0.513 0.626 0.641
47.9 37.0 45.5 51.6
0.416 0.305 0.438 0.409
63.1 60.4 58.8 65.3
0.615 0.543 0.577 0.639
47.5 35.7 42.3 49.0
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/A stage-by-stage performance stackup for the ICLS turbine, using the trend
and the level of t_e stage efficiency versus loading characteristic established
by the Block I test series, indicated a status efficiency of 90.4% versus the
ICLS goal of 91.1%, a 0.7% deficiency.
3.4 BLOCK I! AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
Based on eztensive post-test data matching and analysis of the Block I
results_ the following were identified as crucial items to be addressed during
the Block II redesign:
e Stage i vane solidity is low, especially at the hub.
• Stage 1 vane aspect ratio is low, especially near the tip.
o The solidities of rotor blade hubs are low, and there is excessive
pressure-side diffusion near the leading edges.
® A substantial performance penalty is incurred by the increase in
outer wall slope to 25°° This is especially true in the
vicinity of low aspect ratio vane tips.
o Inner and outer-wall overlap geometry needs improvement, as
evidenced by poor performance near the walls. Th_s refers
specifically to the amount (or lack) of axial overlap between
the stator bands and the rotor platforms/tip-shroud extensions.
In order to address the issue of outer-wall slope and its influence on
performance, several alternate flowpaths were developed and analyzed by those
methods previously described. One ground rule that was enforced during this
alternate-flowpath study was that the overall length and exhaust tip diameter
remain unchanged. Results of the study indicated that configurations which
reduce wall slope via an increase in loaning or through-flow velocity show a
net loss relative to the base Block I flowpath. Consequently, the Block II
(final aero) flowpath has remained _ssentially unchanged from the Block I
status. However, the folJ.owing modifications were incorporated to address
the specific problems identified during Block I testing:
• A higher aspect ratio, higher solidity version of the Stage 1
vane has been added, along with a modified transition duct, to
accommodate the new vane design. Figure 6 shows a comparison of
the Block I duct/vane with that of Block II. Note thet the
solidity was increased by raising the airfoil count from 56 _o
72 which also increased the airfoil throat aspect ratio (height/
throat). _e chordal aspect ratio was increased by reducing the
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• An effort to improve flowpath overlaps resulted in the Block II
five-stage flowpath shown in Figure 7. A comparison of typical
inner-wall overlap geometry for Block II with that of Block I
(Inset, Figure 7) shows that the rotor platforms have been
extended to lap under the stator inner bands. It is believed that
the poor performance of the Block I stages near the walls is
partly attributable to the overlap geometry.
• In an effort to increase blade hub solidity locally _thout a
significant weight increase, rotor hub _ial widths were retained
at the Block I levels _hile the numbers of blades for each rotor
were increased to yield the desired solidity at the hub, and the
axial widthe from the pitch line to the tip were reduced to
maintain solidifies at Block I levels.
Figure 8 presents the results, including inner u and c_ter-wall Mach number
distributions, from an a_isy_etric analysis of the final transition duct.
Note that t_o additional lines have been added on the outer wall in the vicin-
ity of the vane leading edge to show stagnation and midchannel streamline Mach
numbers as they approach the leading edge. Also included is a plot of a
"separation parameter". This is an indicator of the sensitivity of a turbu-
lent boundary layer (on the outer wall in this case) to separation in the
presence of an adverse pressure gradient_
The gas path vector diagram analysis was accomplished using the sa_ae cal-
culation procedure as that deecribed for Block I. _alculations were made with
radial gradients of blading losses to simulate end-loss effects. The calcula-
tion model for the Block II LPT showing meridional streamlines and intrablade-
row calculation stations is shown on Figure 9. Table IV presents final Block
II vector diagram data. These data served as input for the airfoil design.
Airfoil aerodyn_lic design was initiated using vector diagram data fro_ the
vector diagram _nalysis, Table IV, and preliminry solidities determined during
design studies. A tabulation of Block II blading aerodynamic geometry is pre-
sented in Table q.
Final airfoil shapes and velocity distributions are shown in Figures I0
through 19 for stream surface sections at 10%, 50%, and 90% from the inner
wall. The data are represented by plots of local surface velocity normalized
by downstream exit velocity. The peak Mach number (Mp) is indicated on each
velocity distribution.
Comparison of the velocity distributions at 10% for the Stage 1 and 2
blades (Figures Ii and 13) with those of their Block I counterparts (Figures
3 and 5) will show how the pressure surface diffusion near the leading edge
has been reduced in the Block II designs.
The aerodynamic, heat transfer, and mechanical design details of the ICLS
LPT are presented in detail in Reference I. Also included in that reference
are full scale streamsurface coordinates for all Block II bladerows.
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Figure 8. Axisy_,_etric Flow Analysis of Stage I Vane
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The basic objective of the air-turbine te_t program was to utilize the
alr-turbine facility, not simply to measure turbine efficiency, but to conduct
an experir_ental program aided at locating and reducing loB=as so that the
reqt_ired performance would ul_im_tely be attained. In light of this objective,
a building block approach wa_ deemed mo_t appropriate.
Since the _IP to LP turbine transition duct and the first two stages of
the low pre_oure turbine pr_se_ted the most _evere _erodynamic challenge,
Block I te_ing _as dedicai=ed exclusively to the evaluation of those items.
Result_ of the Block ! te_ting were factored into redesigns of the first
two 3rages and were also reflected in the design of stages 3, 4, and 5. '_e_e




All rig flo_ath and blading hardware was fabricated in stainless steel
as a 0.67 scale of the engine configurations.
Scaling was required since neither test facility airflow capacity nor the
existing rig fra=_.es were adequate for full-size testing. All flowpath diam-
eter8, airfoil shapes, axial gaps, and flo_pmth overlap geometry (i.e. axial
and radial spacing between stacor bands and rotor platforms or tip shrouds)
were faithfully scaled from the engine turbine desiBns documented in Section
3.0.
All _tage tests ran at a nominal 0.0254 cm (0.01 in.) radial clearance at
design speed, thus preserving the relative clearance in the ICLS with active
clearance control air on (estimated running clearance 0.0381 cm (0.015 in.)).
4.1.2 Canfiguration_ Tested
Block I
Evaluation of the transition duct and first two _tages of the Block I
LPT aero design was accomplished by consecutive testing of the following
configurations:
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Stage 1 Nozzle Annular Cascade
2 Stage 1 Rig
Stage I Rig with Stage 2 Nozzle Annular Cascade
4 T_o-Stage Rig
_ig cross sections for the Block I configurations are shown in Figures
20 _hrough 22. Pertinent dimensions for the flowpaths are presented in
Appendix A.
Note that _he transition duct is an integral part of the Stage 1 nozzle
assemb!y and, consequently, all quoted performances include the duct pressure
IOSS.
Block II
As discussed in Section 3.3, Block II consisted of redesigns of all four
Block I bladerows, including the Stage I nozzle and transition duct (Figure 6),
and new designs for Stages 3, 4, and 5. In order to evaluate the performance
improvements relative to Block I and to establish the performance baseline for
the five-stage (ICLS) turbine, the following configurations were tested as part




Stage 1 Nozzle Annular Cascade (redesigned)
4a Two-Stage Rig (redesigned)
5 Five-Stage Rig (final ICLS configuration)
Rig cross sections for Block II configurations 4a and 5 are shown in Fig °-
ures 23 and 24.
_e rig flowpath for Configuration la was identical to that for Configu-
ration i, Figure 20, except for the differences in transition duct and nozzle
band contour and in eirfoil count noted in Figure 6. Pertinent dimensions for
the flowpaths are presented in Appendix A.
Photographs of the Block II hardware are presented in Appendix C.
4.1.3. Vehicle Instrumentation
Total pressure, total temperature, static pressure, and flow angle measure-
ments were provided for the test vehicle (rig) as described in this section.
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Figures 25 thru 28 provide details of the instrumentation layouts for all
four Block i configurations. Figure 29 is the instrumentation layout for the
Block II five-stage vehicle. Instrumentation for Block II configurations la
(annular cascade) and 4a (two-st._ge group) were the same as their Block I
counterparts, except as noted in this section.
Note that each piece of instrur_entation is assigned a three digit chan-
nel nu_er to facilitate hookup_ Rig instrumentation callout, referenced
_hen applicable to the instrumentation dra_ngs_ follows. A tabuiatlon of rig
ine_ru_entatiou is contained in Tables VI through X.
Plane 39 - Inlet Strut Fra:ae
Temperature and pressure instrumentation ,_ere mounted on the leadlz_g edge
of eac_ of the ten inlet fram.e _truts _hich _ere spaced 35 ° _part circlm|feren-
tially and located approximately 58°I cm (15. in.) upctream of the first stage
stator. Te_pera_ure was measured with 25 chromel alumel ther_aocouples mounted
in high recovery s_agna_ion tubes affixed to five of the struts (72 _ apart).
The thermocouples were grouped five to a etru_ and located radially at the
area center of five equal annular areas. The _emperaturee a_ this e_ation
were used for turbine inlet temperatures. Total pressure was measured by 25
Kiel type probes located on five alternate struts, also 72" apart, and located
in an identical manner as the thermocouples. _eee pressures were measured
independently by means of the scanner-transducer system and then arithmeti-
cally averaged in the data reduction program. They were also pneumatically
averaged, using a specially designed averaging block, measuring an average
output on a single pressure transducer.
Plane 42 - Duct Inlet Plane
Radial and circumferential surveys of total pressure, total temperature
and flow angle were taken with a traver=ing combination probe to verify uni-
form flow conditions at the transition duct inlet plane. The probe circumfer-
ential travel surveyed the wake from at least one of the _let struts. The
traverse mechanism was removed after the configuration i t_st, and the slo_
was plugged.
Five static pressure taps, equally spaced circumferentially_ monitored
flow uniformity on both the inner and outer walls.
Intra-Duct
Two static pressure taps, equally spaced circumferentially, were located
at each of five equi--distant axial stations on both the inner and outer walls
of the transition duct to monitor wall Mach number distribution in this dif-
fusing passage.
Plane 48 - Sta_e i Nozzle Inlet Plane
One boundary l_yer rake was installed on each wall at the duct exit/nozzle
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Figure 28. Block I Configuration 4 instrumentation.
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Table VII. Block I Configuration 2 instrumentation List
T_pe p_r=eter _=b_r To_a_
25
?ixed Tot_1 Te=verature 42 67
Total pres=ureo 2566 91
Stmtic F_essure





































FL55 o g_age Exit Arc Rakes
PL42 - Du¢_ _letm _e= wall
_2 -Duc= Inle_ i_=er wall
F_4B - Eo_l_ Inle_ ivmer _11
l_e=-B_ag_ (Ecz_I_ I)_ tip
Iu_r-_cge (N_zzl_ 1)_ hub
H_O - T_aw_se £1a=o_ _u_r _all
PL55 " R_ke _l_a_e, i_ wall
-__.v
-.d
:. - + .....
oo
Table VIII. Block I Configuration 3 Instrumentatlon LIGt
Item
Fi_ed Toes1T_par_tu_a 25 25 126-150 PL3_ - In_et Strut
_otal _sseure 25 25 I0i-125 PL3_ - InZet Strat
Static ?_e_uze 5 200-%04 F_/_2 - 5_J_ Z_etp _tet wall
5 303-307 PLY2 - _ct l=lets inne_ wall
10 205o214 _c_ _II, _r
5 318o322 _48 - _Is luleC# Inner wall
5 220-224 i_-_ (_l_ I)_ tip
5 323-327 In_er-_g_ (_I_ I)_ hub
5 _ _0_-411,4_2 l_tsz-_t_ (_o_ l), hub
45 434-478 Airfoil _ur_ac_ (_o_le 2)
5 404-_07_4_0 In_r-S_c (_e_l_ 2)_ tip
5 412-415_481 l_r-$_o (_ozzl_ 2)_ hub
5 854-858 _LS3 - _avez_ _Iz_ eu_er wall
5 607-612 _ ° _aver_ Pia_c_ _ne_ vail
7 859-_65 _au_ Casi=g_ _ut_r wmll
7 613-619 B_d_=us_ Ca_ir_ _er wal!
6 3_6-871 PLS_ - cu_ _11







Table IX. Block I Configuration 4 Instrumentation List
+
,_/pe P_r_ter























__3_ (_ I), hub





Table X. Block II Configuration 5 Instrumentation List
TYP___E PAF_-TER NILMBER _T__ NIrMBERS LOCAl.ION
i

















































































PL55 - Sc_g_ _!t _=c _k_s
PL39 - lnle= $_._t
PL48 - l_n_r B.L. R_ke
PL55 - _age _t Arc Rake._
_L42 - Duct Inlet_ outer v_ll
PLY2 - Duc_ InleL, inn_z wall
r_ct WnlI, outer
_ct Wall, _nner
PL48 _ Nozzle Inlet, outer wall
FL_8 - Nozzle Inlet, inner wall
luter-S_a_e (Nozzle i)_ tip -
Inter-Stage (Nozzle I), hub
inter-S_aga (Rotor 1), t_p
inter-Stage (Rotor I), hub
Inter-Stage (Nozzle 2), tip
Inter-S_ge (Nozzle 2), hub
Inter-Stage (Rotor _), tip
Inter-Stage (RoCo= 2), hub
Inter-Stage (Nozzle 3), t_p
In,or-Stage (Nozzle 3), hub
Inter-Stage (Rotor 3), tip
Inter-Stage (_o_or 3), |tub
In=or-Stage (Nozzle 4), tip
In,or-Stage (Nozzle 4), hub
inter-S_age (Roto_ 4), tip
Inter-S_age (Rotor 4), hub
Inter-Singe (Nozzle 5), tip
Inter-Stage (Nozzle 5), hub
In=or-Stage (Rotor 5), tip
Inte r-S_age (Re,or 5), hub
PLS_) - q'raver_e Plane, outer wall
PLSO - Tra'aerso P_ane, Inner wal_
PI.55 - Rak_ l'[nue, outer wall
PL55 - }Lake Plane, inner wall
PLSO - Ro_or Exit
layers. Figures 31 and 32 present two views of one of the rakes, which were
present for tests of the Stage 1 nozzle cascades only.
Five static pressure taps were located in the same plane as the boundary
layer rake leading edges'on both inner and outer walls, with one tap aligned
circumferentially _ith the duct wall taps. There was some deviation from
equal circumferential spacing for these five taps since each was centered
between adjacent nozzle leading edges.
Intra-Vene (Sta_e_ 1 and 2 Nozzles)
In order to verify the inviscid cascade analy_es for the Block I Stage i
and S_age 2 vane airfoils, fifteen surface static pressure taps were instal-
led along each of three stre_surf_ees corresponding approximately to hub,
pitch, and tip sections. Ten of £h_ fifteen were on each of the sue=ion sur-
faces, with remaining five on the pressure surfaces.
In the Block II tests, only the stage 1 vane airfoil was instrumented.
Appendix B presents streamsurface coordinates for each of the instrmlep-
tared sections. Location of the static pressure taps on the airfoil surfaces
are noted on Figures 44, 67, and 91 along with the data.
Ten static pressure taps were located along the mid-channel streamline on
the inner and on the outer bands to monitor wall pressure distributions. The
wall taps for the Block ! and Block II stage 1 vanes were in a continuous line
behind one set of transition duct wall taps and the stator leading edge tap,
thus providing a continuous survey of wall pressures from the duct inlet to the
vane 1 exit plane.
Int er-St agg_ee
Five static pressure taps, equally spaced circumferentlally, were instal-
led approximately in the leading and trailing edge planes of each vane assembly
i (actual location was in the shroud/wheal-space cavities on the inner and outer
band flanges) and on the forward edges of the inner and outer exhaust casings.
These taps allo_ed the measurement of what are, based on past GE rig test expe-
rience, very good approximations to the rotor inlet an_ exit static pressure_.
i Plane 50 - Stator/Rotor Exit Traverse Plane__
Detailed radial and circumferential traverse surveys were conducted at an
axial plane just downstremn of the trailing edge of the last blade row in each
of the configurations to measure absolute levels of total temperature, total
pressure, and flow sngle. A combination probe similar to that shown in Figure
_:_:'i 30 was used. A fast response pressure differential servosystem was used to
i align the probe with the flow and provide an electrical output proportional
to the flow angle. Total temperature, total pressure, and flow angle was
I!_ recorded on an X-Y chs"t for in-cell inspection and, simultaneously, on a
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Maximum circumferential travel of the probe was 22" of arc. This assured
coverage of at least three full nozzle passage widths for any of the configu-
rations tested.
Five static pressure taps, equally spaced circumferentially, were located
on the inner and outer w_!Is in the plane of the traverse probe. These were
u_ed te define a linear distribution of otatic pressure from hub to tip in the
profile mass averaging.
Plane 55 - Staz_Dischar_e Rake Planes
Plane 55 was II.43 cm (4.5 in.) downstream of the last bladerow in each
of the configurations. Six static pressure taps, equally spaced circumferen-
tially, _re installed on the inner and outer walls at Plane 55 on all of the
configurations. For rotating rig tests only, turbine outlet total temperature
and total pressure _re measured with six circ=mferential arc rakes 60 degrees
apart, located radially at the centers of six equal annular areas. A total
of 42 total te_mperatures and 66 total pressures were measured. Each rake con-
tained eleven Kiel-type pressure elements located side-by-side and &even
shielded thermocouple probes side-by-side. Arc rake specifications are sho_
in Figure 33.
Exhaust Casin__
The exhaust casings for all configurations were designed to meet the
following aerodynamic requirements:
The presence of the casings should not significantly alter the
radial distribution of static pressure or flow angle at the blade-
row exit plane relative to the distributions expected at the same
plane in the five-stage build.
• Excessive diffusion of the exhaust flow should be avoided,
The casing contours designel to meet these requirements for each configu-
ration can be seen in the instrumentation drawings in Figure _5 through 29.
Note from Figure 25 and 27 that a single line of static pressure taps
were installed on the inner and outer casing walls of Configurations I, 3,
and lay between Plane 50 and Plane 55 to monitor the exhaust flow from these
high-swirl conf'igurations for the purpose of detecting flow separation. The




Turbine component testing '_as conducted in the General Electric Company's
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Figure 34, will accoa_odate turbine configuration_ ranging from a minimum hub
diameter of 35.56 cm (14 in.) up to a maximum tip diameter of 81.28 cm (32
in.), with operational capabilities of up to 15,000 horsepower at 15,000 rpm.
A plan view of the _es_ facility l_yont is presented as Figure 35.
Flow enters the test section through an inlet plenum with screens which
smooth ou_ _ny flow disturbances and provide a _nifor_ stream to the te_
vehicle. Air enters the firot_tage nozzle through a convergent bellmouth _
see=ion _ich transitions to a constant annular passage (see Figure 24). Tur-
bine di=charge _ir leaves _hrough a constant annular passage and expands into
a discharge plen,_ designed to provide a uniform circumferential pressure dis-
tribution.
The turbine horsepower is _b_orbed by a wa_er br_ke coupled to the tur-
bine _haft throv_h a s_rai_ gage torque _ensor mounted bet_en two flexible
couplings. _i_ water br_J_.e provide_ excellent speed stability throughout
the entire turbine operating _ap.
A t%_-level trip syst_ is used for protection against overspeed and
excessive temperature or vibrations. The level-I trip is an overspeed indi-
cation. The level-2 trip i= signaled by excessive bearing temperature or
vibrations or critical support system temperatures or pressures.
The turbine facility control console is located in the Test Cell Control
Room. All necessary controls and critical turbine or facility monitoring
instruments are strategically located to enable two-man control of the entire
test facility. This feature is a direct result of the utilization of analog
closed-loop control c_rcuits for setting and maintaining all prime turbine
variables. Turbine parameters of inle_ temperature, inlet pressure, speed,
discharge pressure, and rotor net thrust can all be maintained automatically
at preset values.
Air is supplied to the test facility by an arrangement of five multi-
stage centrifugal compressors driven by synchronous motors through speed-
increase gear_. Flexibility of operation is obtained by the ability to stage
the compressors in series or in parallel in various co_bination_ for a wide
range of pressure and glows or for use as exhausters. This system provides
up to 45.36 Kg/S (I00 PPS) of airflow at pressures up to 2068 KPa (300 psig)
continuously.
Auxiliary equipment in the air-distribution network further extends the
capability of the system by providing air that can be filtered to 10-_micron
particle size, dried to minus 39 K (70" F) dewpoint, heated to 922 K (1200 ° F),
or cooled to minus 39 K (70 _ F) for specified conditions for various test












A_rflow measurement is accomplished through the use of a circular arc
ven_uri operated at critical flow conditions. Design :nd calibration have
























































Figure 35. Plan View Schematic of Air Turbine Test Facility.
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been completely described by R.E. Smith, Jr., and R.J. Mary in "A Theoretical
Method of Determining Discharge Coefficients for Venturis Operating at Criti-
cal Flow Conditions," ASME Paper Number 61-WA-211. Critical flow conditions
are maintained for all expected operating levels. Accuracy of the flow mea-
surement is ± 0 15 percent.
Speed Measurement
Speed measurements are provided by an indlcat_ng system consi_tin_ of a
60-tooth gear attached to the turbine drive shaft and a stationary magnetic
sensor mounted with its sensing head very clo_e to the gear teeth. Electrical
impulses _esulting from the passing of each _ooth _ili provide an electrical
frequency proportional to engine speed. When integrated over a one-second
time period, this system provides speed indication, accu=ate to within one
rpm. In cases where analog readout ie required, electronic equipment is avail-
able for converting the signal frequency to a proportienal d.c. signal. For
both types of readout, speed measurement accuracy is 0.25 percent.
Torque Measurement
Two independent strain gage torque meters mounted in the turbine shafting
for direct readout are used as the primary torque measurement. Yhe meters pro-
vide a readout accuracy of ± 0.25 percent. A vecendary measurement of torque
is made by a calculation based on measured i:emperatvre drop and weight flow.
The strain gage torquemeters are _tatically calibrated before testing
using a precision torque arm and dead weights. Experience with this calibra-
tion has shown variations less than 0.1% between calibrations. Torque zeroes
(i.e., strain gage output at no load) are recorded before and after each run.
Effects of temperature variation on torque zero within the operational range
of temperatures has been extensively investigated and is factored into the
q_oted 0.25 percent torque measurement accuracy.
Data Acqulsition S_stem
The data acquisition system consisi:_ of a digital recording system capable
of recording up to 200 temperature and 264 pressures in addition to other speci-
fic turbine performance par_eeters. _e standard _ample rate is two to five •
channels each second.
Temperature measurements are obtained with precision manufactured chromel-
constantan (Type E) Thermocouple wire. Sensors in any one plane of measurement
use wire from one spool. Calibration samples of wire are cut from each sensor
load. The wire s_|ples are then calibrated over th 9 expected temperature range
against a platinum resistance thermocouple which is traceable to the National
Bureau of Standards, resulting in correction curves which are applied to the















Calibration curves are also established to determine temperature recovery
at various expected Mach number range_ and flow incidence angles using a spe-
cially designed calibration stand with a 6.35 cm (2.5-in.) free jet nozzle
capable of a Mach number range from 0.2 to 1.0. Corrections are made in the
data reduction program using the calibration curves.
The then_ocouple leads term_inate in a Copper Alloy Thermal Sink (CATS),
which is thermallyinsulted to minimize temperature gradients. To arrive at
the absolute value of any temperature sensor, the absolute temperature of the
CATS block is measured, using both a water-ice ba_h reference and an elec-
tronic Ice Point Reference System. The latter is used to deter-mine absolute
t_perature level_, but both _y_tem_ are continually compared. The electrical
output of each then_ocouple ie measured at this CATS block and the signal is
amplified and directed to the digital recorder. 'i"aeaccuracy of the _empera-
ture mea_rement i_ ± 0.55 K (I* F).
Turbime rig pressure measurements are obtained by the use of precision
gage pressure transducers which convert pneumatic signal, s to electrical out-
puts. The pressures enter the control room pne_,matically and terminate in
elec_rically controlled scanner which systematically direct each pressure sig-
nal to a _ran_ducer. The transducer electrical outputs are amplified and
directed to the digital recorder. All transducers of this type have a common
excitation and output amplification. Each data reading contains the excita-
tion vol_age sensed at the transducer_ the transducer zero, and a known cali-
bration signal _ich is recorded through all its associated electrical cir-
cuitry. "_e repe=tability of these parameters is continually monitored =o
preclude any measurement error=. Overall accuracy in the measurement of to_al
pressure is _ 0.I percent of reading. Accuracy of static pressure is ± 0.2
percent of reading.
Pressure calibrations are performed prior to each test run using a pre-
cision dead_eeigh_ tester for above-atmospheric _:alibrations and a quartz
manometer for cub-atmospheric calibration. Bot._ units are frequently cali-
brated and are directly traeeable to the National Bureau of Standards. All
pressure transd_cers used have characteristic curves compiled in a computer
library file, to which each preru_ calibration is compared for discrepancies.
The digital recording system is linked to the General Electric computer
System by means of a General Electric Terminet 1200 located in the Control
Room. This feature enables reduced data to be printed out in the Control




Rig inlet temper_ture was set at 417 K (750 ° R), _ich alle_d the facil-
























/. / .. /! " i'
steam heat exchanger (gas fired heater not required). Inlet pressure was
set to 310 KPa (45 psia), which allowed attainment of all pressure ratios
(with some sub-atmospheric exhaust pressures for the five-stage build) at
moderate flow rates.
Reynolds number excursions, to be detailed later in this section, were
accev_plished by red._c,i!Ig inlet pressure _,nhile maintaining the 417 K (750 _ R)
inlet temperature.
__%uivalentDesign Point
The equivalent aerodynamic design point for each of the rotating rig con-
figurations was selected as that point where tile configuration would operate
in the five-stage rig with the five-stage rig running at design values of
equivalent energy extraction, Ah/TT, and equivalent speed, ND/_r T. A compari-
son of design point yarameters for the full-size ICLS turbine with _ho_e for
the five-stage rig operating at facility inlet conditions is provided in Table
XI. _le ICLS design point is the M0.8/I0.67 Km (35,000 ft.) max climb condi-
tion. Note that t_ sets of ICLS vs. rig data are provided in Table XI, docu-
menting the change in cycle parameters incorporated between Block I and Block
II mentioned in Section 3.1.
Note from Table XI that the equivalent flow function, W¢_/PTD2 , is higher
for the rig than for the ICLS turbine. This is due to a positive shift in the
flow function vs Math number characteristic at the higher rig value of specific
heat ratio.
Table XII shows that, in the five-stage rig, the pitchllne value of inlet
gas angle to each bladerow is within 0.2 degree of its respective value in the
full-size ICLS turbine. Further, the pitchline reaction for each of the five
rig stages is reasonably close to its respective ICLS value. This attests to
the validity of the method used to set the equivalent design
point fo_ _he rig.
M_ping the Air Turbine Configurations
Test plans for the air turbine configuration_ were defined in terms of
group total-to-static pressure ra_io, PT/Fs, and group blade-jet speed
ratio, u/C o . _le definition and significance of the blade-to-jet speed
ratio is presented as Appendix D.
Figure 36 presents the selected test maps for the one-stage, tx_-stage,
and five-stage rigs as functions of energy extraction and corrected speed
(at rig size). A test point is defined by each intersection of a line of
constant pressure ratio with a line of constant blade-jet speed ratio.
The follo_ing key operating point_ have been s_otted on the five-stage
map: _ax climb (_CL), max cruise (_CR), takeoff (TKOF), min and max loiter,
approach, and flight-idle (F-IDLE). Note that the max climb condition is








Table XI. Equivalent Design Point Parameters Co_pared, ICLS vs. Rig - Five Stsg_ Configuration.
Item
Inlet Total Temperature, K (o R)
Inlet Total Pressure, mPa (psim)
Scale Factor







Corrected Speed, (RPM/V° R)
Rotat_ve Speed, RPH
Kg /T--K/See Pa
Equivalent _lew Function (ibm ,/='--R/Sec psta)
KgCT'K'ISec Pa




Pressure Ratio, total to static
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Tables XIZI through XVll define the test point schedules for all rotath_
rig and annular cascade'configurations. _all d_ff_ren_es between Block T an_
Block Ii poin_ settings are eviden_ he_e, for _'easons note_ previously (see
Section 4,3.1). -
Configurations I and In, the stage c,n_ stator cascades, were tested over
a rang_ of seven pressure ratios, Table XI_I, includins th_ design pressure
rat is.
Configuration 2_ the st_e one build, _s _ested at fi_e pressure ratios
for 4 .-
s.._ velues of the blade-jet speed ratio, thus defining a 30-point tes_
matrix, Table XIV.
Configuration 3, the stab:e-and-a-half bttild, _ras test_ over the 15-point
test matx'i:_ defined in Table XV. Six blade-jet ratios were set at the stage
one design p_essure ratio. Three blade-jet ratios were set at each of three
additional pressure ratios, one above and tw_ below the stak_e one desist pres-
sure ratio.
Configurations 4 and 4a, the two stage _uilds, were t_sted at six pres-
sure ratios for six values of blade-jet speed ratlo_ thus providlr_ a 36-point
tes_ matrix, Table XVI. Note that an additional _ive point test matrix has
been defined in Table XVI for evaluation of the loss characteristics of 14
inter-turbine PT/TT'probes to be installed _n the _CLS. _ese probes were
simulated in the Block II 2-stage group usil_ _4 steel dowels, which w_re
immersed into the transition duct upon completion of the nominal 36-poin_
test matrix. Th._se probes are called out i_ _igure 23.
Configuration 5, the five-stage rig_ was tested over a range of eight
pressure ratios from a maximum of 5.60 to _ minimum of _.40. No_e that this
covers the on:ire range of 5-stage operatic_ frc_.amax climb through flight-
idle. Table XVII defines a basic matrix of 4_ discrete points for _he five-
stage rig.
Supplemental to the test points deflued in Tables XII! thru XVII _.ez_e
several repeat design points (see Section 4.3,2) for each cenf_guration and,
for the stage tests_ several design points se_ with reduced inlet pressure
to-evaluate the effects of Re>holds number (see Appendix E).
4,3,2 Test_ Operation
Instrumentation Verification
Each rig configurat ion was pressuri_ed co a }re.es,_," v pressure love[ to


























I. 35 38.88 B
I._B 40o_5 C
1,t 4i,lZ li
i Denotes design point conditions
Traverse types de_Inedt
A. i clr_m£erentlsl * I radlal
B° 7 circu_£er_ntial e I radi_1
C. 12 clrc_-_£e_ntiat • I rsdial
)
"_---....-.------ _t_averae plane
Table XIII_ Test Point: Schedule - Block I Configuration i and
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Taol. XIV. T_ Poln_ Schedule Block I Conflgura_ion _
t6_ t .24 I03.6
1622 t ._75 I18,7
f _34 14_.71640
_',_.,. _ ,3_5 _7.4
--]{?{" 1,45 ,20 7_._
!425 I .24 91.2
I::,_ i .27_ 104.2
!432" .511 117.7
!435 ._,% 12_.7
]_3_ ! .365 !3_o0
131_ 1_35 ,£0 6_,5
i]25 _l .275 93._









2350._ .01S4 II_55 40_55
2837.g .0175 !3,13 40,09
_250.7 .0!£0 I£o25 _._4
367;°2 ,0205 !5o30 39_25
4017.5 ._2i2 i5._3 3_.8;
4;I0._ .0219 i6,¢_3 3_o_
2070.4 .OZI9
249?._ .0135 !0,13 37._2
_g53._ o0147 11.03 37o32
3224_$ .0i_7 ii.7_ 36._;
3514._ .O16_ i2.30 36_52
_[7_,3 0i69 12,6_ 26oI_-
Ig75.9 o¢5_8 2.35 2$,2_
2237,4 .OiiO _.25 _5.65
2553.$ ,0120 _.03 _5_26
2_#2._ .0128 9._0 _,74
3182.3 .0t3_- !0,13 34.50
_6_o6 .0!39 i0:43 2_,.15
.20 _9.6 I632.2 ,0073 #,k_ ;2.7_
.24 ?0.7 I_;6.Z ,0083 _,23 32.31
,275 Sl,3 222_,_ .O,Ogi _.83 _2,16
.34 _00,3 2763,3 ,0102 7o_5 21,5_
.27_ 64._ 1777.4 .I057 6o_ 21,71
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U _0 TT0 _0
1.6_ .24 103.6 .0175 ,_D.09
,31i 12J_,2 .02_ 39"_16 _I I
1.45 .20 75.6
, 24 91,2 ,0135 37.72 C
,275 ,01_7 37_33 3
.311 117o7 ,0157 3,.f._$7 C
34 128,7 .015_ 36.52
.365 !3_.0 .01_9 _-.,__
,._ -,- 35.65
t. 35 .24 _Z. 7 . O_xO i•31i 106 0 0_23 3"_:',7_
I .3_5 _R4.$ 0139 36. !5
_.2_ ,z4_--------Vo-W'-.- .c__,.. _ i
,311 91.6 °0090 _l ,_
.365 107,7 .0105 31 o_6
o Dvnote_ design potn¢ condltior_
A, I clrcu_c_ntial + 1 r_u_Lal
_o 7 c_rcu_fc_n_£_1 + I r_u1£el































Table XVI. Test Point Schedule - Block I Configuration 4
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Table XVII. Test Point Schedule - Block II Configuration 5.
O_
rThe pressure transducersj thermoeouple, and torque meters were calibrated
prior to _esting each configuration.
Traverse probes had been calibrated in the exit of a free-jet noz_le over




The desired te_t point wa_ se_ 5y the cell operator by adjustinE the
'° _ 'h
ratio of PT_o to P$55 (ref. Figures _5 thru 29) to a pre-_sP_ c_f_ed va_ue wh£c
yielded the_prop er _ota!--to-_ta=_c pressur_ ratio. _e turbine rotatxon_•_
speed (for the ro_atlnE rig refits) which yielded the proper blade.-jet speed
ratio _t this pressure ratio _as then set by adjusting the f!ow to the _ter
brake. Once the vehicle stabilized on _oint, all fixed instrumentation _as
scanned eutomatienl_Y and recorded by _:he data acquisition system. Upon ¢_-
ple_ion of the s£eady-.etate _eading, the traverse probej _hich had been fully
retracted for that reading, was traverEed radially and circumferentially as
specified by the _es_ schedule. Traverse data was automatically digiti_ed and
stored fer data reduction.
The speed was then re-adjusted to set the next value of blade-jet speed
ratio. At the completion of a line of constant pressure ratio, the next
pressure ratio was set.
In order to _onitoc and a_ure s_ability of test measurements, repeat
design points were taken at the _tart of every run and approximately after
every second pressure ratio thereafter. A minimum of two =toady state read-
ings were recorded at each point _etting.
4.4 DATA F_DUCTION PROCEDURES
Appendix F has been • provided to define c_scade efficiency, stage
efficiency, and various other performance parameters to be presented iu
Section 4.5. Procedures s _o how data fro[a _arious measurement devlee_
are reduced are included.
Since the range in value of measured parameters for the rotating rig
test8 varied appreciably fr_n the single-stage to the five-stage test,
Appendix G has been provided to give the reader an estimate of the accuracy
of the _tage efficiency calculation for each of the builds based on the
known accuracy of the measuring devices. From the error analysis of Appendix
G, the uncertainty in design point efficiency level induced by the inaccura-
cies of the measurement devices is 0.49 percent for the _ingle st_e build,
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This section will present results of all testing on the E 3 LP tu_blne
scaled test vehicle. Appendix I,I Is a tabulatlo_ of steady state da_,a for the
Block _. and Block II rotati_5 rig conflguratlons-
Inlet Tr_e
E_te_tsl.ve tr._ver_e data v_aa taken at tl_e duct inlet plane to eva3.,_te thewalls of th inlet c,_slngs
on 21 c _rcumfer'ent_a_ _'_ .... _"-
5utlOn of APT at ti;e inlet p%a_e 5a_ed -
gratlon _f _hi_ _rofile yielded a 0.37 EPa (0.054 ps_a) pressure 3_,_s_ re!a-
tire to the. p_a_e 3g _trut_no_nt,'_ _mpact element_ at the 310 KPa (_5 psia)
_ _orrespo[_d_ to an _verage inlet loa_ coefficie_t_
inlet' p,.-_as_re lev,_l° ,,,_ ,3. _/(PT39_Ps_2 ) and P$42 i_ the average bet.seen
_, of 0.0!37, where _ _ _T39-*T42"
the hub and tip static pressures at plane 42. _ais was added to the data
reductlo_ program, thus giving the turbines credit for loss incurred in the
Inle_ _4_°°1 a_ a function of tke inlet head.
The te_t cc_uflguratlon _or the Block I Stage 1 nozzle a_nular cascade 18
she_Ca i_ Figure _.5. The _re_%_Itlon duct inlet (Plane _2) correspoudo to the
IiPT et_It in t.h_' engine layout _
The test plan for _hi_ co_flguratlon, Table Xl!l_ ,_as completed early in
the te_t program; however_ pos_-te_t Inspection of _he cascade rev,:aied that
some of t:he epo_Y u_ed to .,_eal bet_en the transition duct outer wall and the
outer band had curled into the flowpath, acting as a flow disturbance on theg roble_ was s bsequ ntly eli_l'_
hated a_d the c_8cade was rex_t_n_iea and _t herein.
ConsequentlY, only Point 28 Uraverse data. will be reviewed 35,
Aps/q, a_
Design point data for t_e transition duct is preset, ted in Figure
The plot on the left presents ._tat_.c pressure rise coefficient,
a function of duct a_.ia! length for inner and outer walls, The reference• d q, are defined as inlet average, _he
'c _reasure and the dy_amlc nee_, pre--test prediction and the symbols are
8tat_ I ' _ .... _,_v_etr_c llPre_fe_t, " - -
data from static taps- ;t_eaml!ne and the m!d-chaenel st, m
--e dashed _Ine and the dotted l! on the
tlve!y, the stagnation . _ con-
to-blade analysis of the _.taI-or tip section- Note that the data taken edges "
duct outer wall matches the dotted llne very closelY, as one would e_ect
sldering that the taps were located clreur,..ferentially between l.eadingl.e_d one
The steep pre_su':e rise exkibite3 by the stag_tatio_ streamline _°uld e and
_, oe' vorte'_- The second plot in Figure 38to expect a locally separated region right in front of the leading eog o
, _ "hors_ _.h ' . tar ._alls measured
......... _ual f orm_-_t_°n of E_ _-,-- _r the inner end ou
r.tl_ _"-' ,-_,,re _0 f_'(_ pro_l_=_ "-"
presents total prE ..... 'the duct exit/starer inlet- }lore that _o slgnifi-
I_y boundary layer rakes at



















Figure 37. Inlet Presz_ure Drop Based on Inlet Traverse

Figure 39 presents nozzle inlet flow function vs total-to-static pressure
ratio PTd_/Psex, _ere Psex, is the average of the hub and tip static pres-
sures at t_e trailing edge plane (PS220-224 and PS323-327 in Figure 25)..Note
that the design intent level we3 exceeded by 1.4%. This is due to the fact
that measured nozzle passage areas (throat x height) were approximately 1.6%
greater than design intent.
Results of the Run I0 exit traverse survey are presented in Figures 40
t_ru 43 S_a_ise d_stri bution of PT=_/PT_, and of biaderow kinetic energy
_fficiency ar_ pre_onted xn Fxgure_ 4_ _d _l respectxve_yo
mt design pressure rn_io. Note the large secondary loss core rogued on the
outer 40Z of spans due primarily to the thickened boundary layer from the duct
outer wall and tl_e high tip _lope of the _t_=or itself. A graphic repreeec_a-
tion of these Io_ cor,_s i_ provid_:d by _he contour plot of PT50/PTd,_ in Fig-
ure 45, _here a large accumulation of lo_ moment_n flow can be Sees _n _t_ =tea
=orre_o_di_ _e the vane _uc_ion _urface near the tip. Large lo_se_ a_ _he
h_b are algo eviden_ end zuay be due to the Io_ solidi_y design of the airfoil.
Vane exit anzle distribution at design PT/PS is presen£ed in Figure 42.
Included for reference i_ =he axisy_metrie prediction for the cascade flow-
path. N=_e _he classical deviation induced by the secondary flow pattern at
the _tator tip.
Air_oll surface Mach number distributions for pltchline and near tip
strc_line_ are presented in Figure 44. The_e Mach numbers are calculated
u_ing _easured surface static pressure normalized by inlet total pressure
mud _herefose r_pre_ent the isentropic v_lue.
None of _he near hub static pressure tap leads survived final mecbini_g
of the nozzle diaphragm and consequently, _hat data cannot be pregc_t_do
Note t_at, compared to analytical prediction=, the tip exhibit_ _ dcfinite
lo_s in circulation due to secondary flow effects, and that even the oitchline
seems to be affecCe_ _o_ewhat. Coordinates for these _re_m-eur_aces are
presented in Appendix B.
Co n_ ig__uration 2
Test da_ for Block I Confi_ratlon 2, the stage one build, are tabu_oated
_n Appendix iI.
Figure 45, a plot of 8h/TT v8 N/T_T, illustrmtes that the entire te_t
m_trix specified in Table XIV _s successfully run.
Efficiency of the Block I first stage is plotted against blade-jet speed
ratio, 8_age le_dir_, and stage total-to-static pressure ratio in Fig_res 46
thru 48. Note that, at design values of PT/P S and u/C o , the efficiency i_
0.885. A_ noted in Appendix F, this efficiency is ba_ed on shaft torque and
e_aust rake total pressure. Note further that stag_ efficiency continue_ to
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Block I Configuration 1 Exhaust Total Pressure Ratio Contours.
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Block I Configuration 2
(Stage i)















Block I Configuration 2, Total-To-lotal Efficiency


















Block I Configuration 2_ Total-To-Totsi































Flow characteristics for this stage are presented as Figures 49 through
,." . that at the design stage total-to-static pressure
52. Note from l_gure 50 ._. ... _ ut 2% above the tested value
the flow £uncczon w=o 38.3, or _be
ratio of 1.45, This is
of 37.4 from the annular cascade (Conf. I) value shown in Figure 39.
due to the fact that the stage 1 nozzle pressure ratio was higher in the stage
test than in the cascade test. The relatively steep slope of the flow function
vs. pressure r_tio characteristic of Figure 39 suggestu that this magnitude of
flow shift could occur with a ve_' z_mal! change in pressure ratio.
Torque characteristi<_s are pre_ented in Figures 53 and 54.
The stage swirl map is pre_ented in Figure 55.
The ro_,--H_y-row di strib_ati°n of n_easured interstage static pressures, nor-
mali;.ed by PTA._, are present_:d for th_ design point in l_igure 56 compared to
an az._syln_etr_ prediction.
Results of the turbi'_ne exit traverse survey are presented in Figures 57
through 60. _'igure 57 presents tl_e ratio of e_;haust total pressure to inlet
total pressure as measured by the traverse probe (solid line) and the arc rakes
(asterisks), and as predicted by _-he a_:isy-_etric analysis (dashed line). For
this comparison, the level of the traverse pressure profile has been adjusted
slightly to match the average of the arc rakes_ since the rake average is used
as the exhaust total pressure in the efficiency calculation. Figure 58 pre-
sents the ratio of e_:haust total temperature to inlet _otal temperature. In
this case_ the level of the traverse "temperature has been adjusted to yield
measurement.
' )the tem[_erature ore[ indicated by the shaft torque
Figure 59 presents exhaust swirl measured at the traverse plane compared
to the a_:is5_ametric prediction. Note the core of underturning and then over-
turning indicative of secondary flow activity, which is especially strong at
the outer wall.
Figure 60 presents the radial distribution of stage efficiency as calcu-
lated from the pressure and temperature profiles o£ Figures 58 and 59. Since
the average of the pressure prc_ile has been set tc the arc rake level and the
average of the temperature prof_!e has been set to yield the torque indicated
temperature drop, the average of the efficiency profile in Figure 61 is at the
quoted level of 0.885, based on a span_ai se mass average. Note that two areas
of poor performance are evident. The first_ cover_.ng an area from 50 to 85
• obablv due directly to the starer tip loss so evident frown
percent span, is pr _ _ - :s frc_m 0 to 25 percent span. Posttest data
3 The seconu z=F" ures 41 and 4 . ' = to redlc-
zg _ " s shown that sub-standard performance (relatlv_ - P _. . ..
matuh an_lysls ha .... _,-_,_ _.._ _ontributed to the oe_c_en_y
tion) in both the stator nun ano re,or u_= .....
in this region.
Results of the Reynolds number e_c_,rsion for Configuration 2 are presented
as Figure 61 as normalized eff,ciency versus normalized _[eynolds number. The
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Exhaust Flow Function, 0_._J_ /PT (ibm-in2_/Ibf-sec}
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Figure 27 presents the rig flowpath for the Block I stag e''and-a-half' or
stage 2 nozzle annular cascade, test. 'rest points, per Table XV, were set by
same N//T-_ and torque/inlet pressure as set for corresp°ndingof
running to the - ,
points in the Configuratien 2 test. The test points are shown on the basis
Stage I AhlTT vs N//TT in Figure 62.
in Figures
Results of the design point exit traverse survey are presented
63 through 66. Figure 63 pre_ents the spanwise distribution of Nozzle 2 exit
pressure noln_alized by stage inlet pressure at the design point. Added for
reference are Configuration 2 stage exit PT distributions measured by the
traverse probe and the arc rakes in the stage one only test°
Stator 2 desig, point efficiency, Figure 64, was calculated using Equation
., of the staEe o_e traverse pressure as
...... F nuant_tatively, use . - --re realistic level of
Uonce again the large[I o_, _han ge rake pressure, Figur? _'
a efflciency for this high turning blaaero
secondary loss core formed at the highly-sloped tip of this bladerow° The
depth of the core is similar to that measured for Nozzle I, however, the pene-
tration from the outer wall is reduced due to higher aspect ratio in this
blade_ow.
Figure 66 presents contours of PT exit/PT inlet for Nozzle 2 which show
suction side loss accumulation at the tip similar to that for Nozzle I, Figure
43. Also evident are loss cores formed near the hub.
Airfoil surface Math numbers calculated from static pressures measured on
near hub, pitehline, and near tip streamlines are presented in Figure 67. Note
that, compared to analytical predictions_ the hub and tip exhibit decreased cir-
culation due to secondary flow effects, while the pitchline shows relstively
good agreement. Coordinates for these streamsurf_ces are presented in Appendix B.
ConfiEuration 4
Test data for Block I Configuration 4, the 2-stage group, are tabulated
in Appendi_ H. The flowpath and instrumentation layout for this build was
shown in Figure 28.
Figure 68, a plot of Ah/TT vs N//TT illustrates that the entire test
matrix specified in Table XVI was successfully run.
Efficiency of the Block I 2-stage group is plotted against blade-Jet
speed ratio, group loading, a_d stage total-to-static pressure ratio in Fig-
ures 69, 70, and 71. Note from Figure 69 that, at design values of PT/PS and
u/Co, the group total-to-total efficiency was 0.884 based on measured shaft
torque and arc rake exhaust p_essure. This was _pproximately 0.007 below the
pre-test prediction based on 51LFT technology. Note further from Figure 69
that, at pressure ratios at a_d above design, the efficiency begins a drop off
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Figure 63. Local Total Pressure Normalized by Stage Inlet
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negative incidence problem, will be discussed in more detail once results from
Block II Configuration 4a have been presented.
?5.
Flow characteristics for this build are presented as Figures 72 through
Torque characteristics are presented as Figures 76 and 77_
The 2-stage group swirl map is preaente 4 as r vs u/C o in Figure 78.
_le row-by-row digtribution of measured interstage static pressures, nor-
ma].i:=ed by PT42, are presented for the design point in Figure 79 compared to
an axis)_mmetric prediction.
Spanwise distributions of stage exit pressure (normal_zed), temperature
(nok_alized), swirl_ and grot_p total-to-totQl efficiency based on results of
the design point exit traverse survey are presented ilt Figures 80 through 83.
Note from Figure 83 that the tip losses, so prominent in the Stage 1 pro-
file, have been attenuated somewhat for the group. Losses a_ the hub, however,
are just as servers and penetrate somewhat further from the inner wall than
those for Stage I. As in the case of Configuration 2, peatiest data match
analysis shows that the blade (stage 2 in thi_ case) is deficient near the hub
relative to de=igR prediction and does contribute to the poor hub performance.
Results of the Reynolds number excursion for Configuration 4 are presented
as Figure 84.
4.5.2 Block II Test Results
Configuration la
The detailed difference_ between Configurations 1 and la are shown in Fig-
ure 6; otherwise, the test setup, including instrumentation, was the same as
that shown for Configuration I in Figure 25.
Design point data for the transition duct is presented in Figure 85.
Static pressure rise coefficient, APs/q, from the duct wall taps and total
pressure loss profile_ from the boundary layer rakes show that the Block II
transition duct performance was similar to the Block I, Figure 38.
Figure 86 presents nozzle inlet flow function vs total-to-static pressure
ratio, PT42/PSex, where PSe is the average of the hub and tip static pressures





Results of the exit traverse survey are presented in Figures 87 through
90. Spanwise distribution r_ PTs0/PT42 and _f b!aderow kinetic efficiency
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Figure 79 Interstage Static Pressures, P '
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Figure 88. Block II Configuration la Exit Survey-Efficiency Vs.




































































has been added to Figure 88 for compariGon and that, although the Block II noz-
zle exhibits an improvement of 0.4% in integrated efficiency, the performance"
hole near the tip is still present to the same degree. The higher throat
aspect ratio, h/de, near the tip of the Block II nozzle had only limited
effec_ in confining the tip vortex. The hi_her hub =olidity, ho_ever, did
improve the perforce.ante near the inner wall.
Vane exit shale is preser_ted i_ Figure 89 and, a_ in Figure 43, ref_e_ts
the deep !oss core near the. tip,
Contours of P';_q/PTt _ :_,r,_provide@ in Figure 90, and once .,_a.,.n
trate the losu co:re_ _ea_- t_e walls.
Further graphic ev:_enc_ of _:h_ vorte_, nea_,_" _.e tip (and of gener_l flow
traee_ thro'_gh the ch,_nnel of the Block II _ozzle> i_ provided by l___black
and oil tracec_ _nc_.u_,_o in Ap_erzrlix I.
Airfoil suri:ace _;ach nu_nbers calculated frc_,ist8tic pre_sure_ _a_ured
on near hub, pitc;_line, a_d near tip streamlines are presented in l_igt_re 91.
Note that, compared to analytical prediction, the tip exhibits decreased eir-
culstion due to _ecendary flow effects_ while the pitch!ins and near hub sec-
tions _ho_._relatively good agreement. Recall (from Figure 44) that Configura-
tion ! exhibited the s_ue defect at the tip and, to a degree, at the pitchline
as well. Coordinates for these stre_msurfaces are presen_ed in Appendix B°
Conf _urat ion 4a
Test data for Block I! Config_ration 4a, the two-stage group redesign,
are tabulated in Appendix H. The instrumentation _as identical to that for
Configuration 4 sho_. in Figure 28.
_igure 92, a plot of Ah/T T vs N/'¢_.$, il%ustrate_ that the entire test
matrix specified in Table XVIII was suceessf_i!y run°
Efficiency of the B,_ock II 2-_t_ge group is plotted against 01ade-jet
speed ratie_ group loading, and _tage total-to-_tatic pressure ratio in Fig-
nre_ 93, 94 and 95_ From a comparison of Figure0 94 and 70_ it is evident
that the value of 0.892 for Config,,_ration 4a _TT (at design $_ and PT/PS)
represents an improvement of 0.008 in group efficiency over Block I at @p =
1.68. _nis improvement is attributable to the =_difications incorpora:-ed into




I. higher aspect ratio and solidity in stage I vane_
2. improved flowpath overlap geometry, and
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Figure 91. Block II Configuration la (Stage I Nozzle) Mach Number Distribution
(Based On Measured Surface Static Pressures) Compared To Prediction.
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Figure 92. Block II Configuration 4a_ Equivalent Energy
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It is interesting to note that the improved airfoils (item 3) seem to
be more tolerant of negative incidence as evidenced by the relatively
larger efficiency gains at loadlngs less than design loading, Figure 94.
Am will be noted in Section 5.0 when the final performance stackup for
the ICLS is discussed, all Block !! rotor blades were received from the vendor
_rlth trailing edge diameter_ which were, on the average, 0.0.127 c_ (0.005 in_)
ovcr_;ize 0.0635 cm (0.0_ in.) aver__ge measured vs, v.u..uo cm (0.02 in.)
design intent), It has been c_leulated that _ _-_I_,_t _:s 25% increase in ............ o
ed_.e bleclcage beyond d=_g_ intent induced a_i additional loss in Configuration
4a equivalent to 0o00! in efficiency at design point. Consequently, the actual
perfer_anee gain relative _o Block I wa_ 0°009 in efficiency and the _"._=-_
efficiency level of Confi_uration 4a, corrected for edge ble, ckase , _'as 0_893o
'_he ma£_.itude of the mea_-ured efficiency change is consistent _ith that
anticipated for the Block Ii i_nproveraeuts, and brought the 2-stage _uild back
to Just above the Block I pro-test prediction level.
A lo_s of 1.8 points in two-st_e group efficiency (accompanied by a 1.6
percent drop in inlet flow function) was measured when the 14 simulated PT/TT
probes were immersed into the flow stream. This corresponds to a los_ of 0.77
points in the five-stage group efficiency and about 0.5 percent in ICLS SFC.
The data taken with the probes immersed is sho_n in Figures 93 and 96.
99. Flew characteristics for this build are presented in Figures 96 throuBh
Torque characteristics are presented as Figures I00 and I01.
The Block II 2-stage group s_rl map is presented as P vs u/C o in FiBure
102. The ro%_by-row distribution Of measured interstage static pressure,
normalized b_' PT42, is presented for the design point in Figure 103 com-
pared to an a_is}_metrlc prediction.
Span_se distributions of stage exit pressure (nor_aalized), temperature
(normalized), swirl, and group total-to-total efficiency based on results of
the design point exit traverse survey are presented in Figures 104 thro_gh 107.
Note from Figure 107, DTT vs %h for Block II (with Block I added for
reference)_ that the Block II performance gain is over most of the span.
Results of the Re>_olds number excursion for Configuration 4a are pre-
sented in Figure 108.
C onfi__uration 5
Test data for Block II Configuration 5, the five-stage build, are tabu-
lated in Appendix H.
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Blade-Jet Speed Ratio, u/C o
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Block II 2 Stage Configuration 4A
P1 42
146
Figure 103, [nterstage Static Pressures, Predicted
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Performance mapping over a range of pressure ratios and speeds
which (within the operational limitations of the test facility)
yielded data across the full extent of the !CLS LPT operatlng llne,
from maximum climb to flight-ldle.
Reynolds number excursion, covering a range of Reynolds numbers
from one equivalent to the ICLS LPT at sea level takeoff to one
equivalent to the !CLS LPT at the i_Mch 0.8, 10.67 Km (35,000 feet)
maximum e!Inb (design point) condition.
o Detailed Rotor 5 exit survey (traverse) at the aero design point.
Figure 29 shows a croes-sectlon of the "five-stage test vehicle, which
represents a 0°67 scale of the final ICLS design,
Figure 109 presents the test matrix (ah/T T vs N//T T) for the five-stage
rlg_ Each intersection of a line of constant total-to-statlc pressure ratio
with a llne of constant blade-Jet speed ratio represents an intended test
point. Due to facility waterbrake limitations, hoover, only those points
formed by the intersection of the solid lines were actually set. Points on
the low speed side of of the test matrix (formed by the intersectlon of the
dashed lines) could not be set because, at the lower pressure ratios, there
was not enough viscous torque in the brake to hold at the very low speeds and,
at the higher pressure ratios, insufficient flow rate through the brake caused
excessive water temperature rise. An approximation to the LPT operating line
shows that most of the significant operating points (from maximum climb to
approach) are covered by data, but that the very low settings (from approach
to fllght-idle) have required extrapolation of performance data.
Results of the mapping are presented in Figures II0 through 122. Figure
iii presents flve-stage group efficiency, _TT_ as a function of group pitchline
loading, gJ_h/2u_, and group total-to-static pressure ratio, PT/PS. Efficiency
at the design pressure ratio (4.76) and loading (1.3) is 92.0%. The efficiency
calculation is based on measured values of flew, shaft torque, shaft speed,
inlet pressure and temperature, and exhaust pressure_ No bearing or windage
corrections have been added to the torque measurement since they are considered
relatively insignificant.
Plots of 5-stage total-to-static efficiency are presented in Figure 113
through 115.
As noted in the discussion of results for Configuration 4a, the Block II
rotor blade trailing edge diameters were oversized by_ on the average, 25%.
Calculations have shown that an additional loss, equivalent to 0.001 in five-
stage turbine efficiency, was caused by this deviation. This has not been
credited to Configuration 5 in any of the performance plots, which present
only "as measured" results. Credit will be assigned for the edge blockage
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Figure 111.
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Figure 121. Block II Conf._guration 5, Torque Parar,_eter, Tq/W' T/_T























Flow characteristics of the 5-stage vehicle are presented in Figures 116
thru 119. Figure 117 presents turbine inlet flow function as a function of
total-to-static pressure ratio and blade-jet speed ratio. _e value of flow
function at the design pressure ratio (4.76) and blade-jet speed ratio (0.412)
is 38.0 versus a target of 38.08. The corresponding value for the ICLS, th_n,
is 83.2 versus a target of 83.4.
Torque characteristics are presented in F_gures 120 and 121.
_le 5-stage swirl map is presented as F vs u/C o in Figure 122.
Since the accuracy of the continuity method of calculating exhaust swirl
breaks down for _wirls very near axial, the 5_stage swirl map consists of
several pitchline values from the Plane 50 radial traverse superimposed upon
the analytically predicted swirl map.
Figure 123 presents the distribution of inner and outer wheelspsee
static pressures (normalized by inlet total pressure) througho=t _he five-
stage turbine at the design point. Also included for reference is the pre-
test prediction from an axisymmetric analysis at the rig design point. Tha
circles represent data taken during the five-stage rig test. Note that
several inner wall static pressures are missing because that instrulnentation
was damaged in the rig assembly. Where possible, the missing pressures have
been supplied using the data from the two-stage rig test and these are denoted
by the triangles. Agreement with the pre-test prediction is generally good.
Results of the turbine exit traverse survey are presented in Figures i24
through 127. Figure 124 presents the ratio of exhaus= total pressure to inlet
total pressure as measured by the traverse probe (solid line) and the arc ra_es
(asterisks), and as predicted by the axisym_metric analysis (dashed line). For
this comparison, the level of the traverse pressure profile has been adjusted
slightly to match the average of the arc rakes, since the rake average is used
as the exhaust total pressure in the efficiency calculation. Not that measured
pressure is actually higher at the hub than the pre-test prediction.
Figure 125 presents the ratio of exhaust _otal temperature £o inlet total
temperature. In this case, the level of the traverse temperature has been
adjusted to yield the temperature drop indicated by the shaft torque measure _
ment.
Figure 126 presents exhaust swirl measured at the traverse plane compared
to design intent. Note the overturning at the inner wall, indicative of sec-
ondary flow activity.
Figure i_7 present_ the radial distribution of five-stage efficiency as
calculated from the pressure and temperature profiles of Figures 125 and 124,
Since the average of the pressure profile has been set to the arc rake level
and the average of the temperature profile has been set to yield the torque
indicated temperature drop, the average of the efficiency profile in Figure
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is actually better than predicted _ahile the tip _s poorer. The hub portion
is very close to design Intent.
Results of the Reynolds number testing are presented in Figure 125.
Appendix K defines the Reynolds nu_mber calculation used for the five-
stage LPT. At the M0.8/I0_67 Km (35,000 ft) max climb aero design polnt_ the
Reynolds number for the engine (iCLS) turbln_ is 0_56 x I05. At nominal inlet
conditions 310 KPa (45 psia inlet press_re, 417 i( (750 '_R)!inlet temper_.ture)
the 0.67 scale rig has a Reynolds n;_mber of i45 _ I05.
' '," app!:led only
One exeeptlon to the method described i_ Ap_eudlx E _.n
to Configuration 5 _s that, in order to preclude the po_ibillty of conden-
8atlon in the rear stages or exhaust of the fli_ .,t,_e rig_ _ever_l additional
Reynolds number points were taken a£ " v_ ted lulet tempel'atures as well ae
with reduced inlet pressure. 'lq%edata taken at these po:[_tg are flagged in
Figure 128.
As previously noted_ the quo_'ed _urbine e,.._<.leney of 92.0 pe'ccent does
not include bearing or windage corrections to _ea_ured torque because, at the
power levels attained at the nominal inlet cendltlons_ they represent a very
small percentage of total torque (less than 0.1Z)o }_owever_ as _he inlet
pressure is lowered from its 310 ?[Pa (45 psla) level _o achieve the Reynolds
number reduetlon_ power output decreases in llneg.r proportion while bearing
losses are maintained (since shaft speed is maintained). %q_us these losses
' C
consume a proportionately larger portion of the g_th power: eutpu_ [_n%.h_,
if not properly compensated for, will yield a steeper Reynolds number loss
_ecr.eas_.ng ileynolds _u_./be_:_. Cor_-
characteristic (i.e. perforeenc_ loss with '_ .... "
sequently, the ordinate in Figure 128 represents an efficiency to _'nlch a cal-
culated bearing power absorption has been added°
The P.eynolds number penalty for operation at the M0.8/10.67 Km (35,000
ft_) ma_ climb condition is appro_imately 0.7 percent, as calculated for a
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Bmsed on the re_ult_ of the Block !i five-_tage rig test_ the predicted
performance of the ICLS T _ turbine a_ the altitude climb design point is a_
follows:
r_.T Te_t 92.0
_TT Edge Bleckage + 0.I
_ITT _urge A_r + O.l
_TT _eyneld_Number -o 0.7
_T l_stalled 91.5%
Thi_ _ relati,_ to go_Is of 92.1% for tl_e ICLS and 9!.7% for the FPS.
_e correction for edge blockage _ccount8 for the fact that all Block Ii
rotor blade_ were received from the vendor with traili1_g edge di_meter_ _hich
were, om the average, 25% oversized relative to desig_ intent.
The correction for purge air i_ ba_ed on _he calculated net availability
of a total of just over one pergent of mir _hich will _nter the engine flow-











BLOC3_ I CO_I_'_TIO_ I l i
¢/u_er wall
o "I"_ _-_
0 _X_l Distanc_ _ PA_T E_!_ Z
$_e_B_ ! Nozzle
leading edge
O_TK_ VKLL li_R W[_L
Z R Z R
0.000 10.050 0.030 8.208
0.168 10.059 0.168 8.208
0.335 10.084 0.335 8._08
0.670 I0.168 0.670 8.229
l. O0" 10.294 Io_05 8.281
1.340 10.459 1.340 8.356
1.742 10.652 L742 8.451
1.748 10.697 2.!14 8.590
I._8 10.795 2.237 8.631
2.068 10.892 2.361 8.671
20402 11.0_2 2.60S 8.746
2.709 11.264 2.856 8.817
3.030 II.434 3.1C3 8.876













3.850 1.1.815 3,850 9.009
4.350 12.025 4.350 9.125
4.850 12.178 4.850 9.275
5.350 12.276 5.350 9.432
5.850 12.329 5.850 _.595
6.3_0 12.3_9 6.350 9.726
6_850 12.339 6.850 9.809
7.350 12.339 7.350 9.83_
7_850 12.339 7.350 9.o48
I
177 i "
BLOCK I COhU_IGURATION 2
Trans£tion Duc_
Sta&_e 1 Nozzle









0 Axial D_stance From HPT _xlt, Z
OUTER I_AI,L limNER _[A_LL
Z R Z R
Sane as Conf.i
Same as Conf.l
3.752 II_778 3.752 8.994
4.556 12.153 4.556 9.135
5.056 12.387 5.056 9.223
5.556 12.591 5.556 9.336
6.056 12,742 6.056 9.486
6.556 12.841 6.556 9.652
7._56 12.893 7.056 9.815
7.556 12.902 7°556 9.952
8.056 12.902 8.056 10.044
8.556 12.902 8.556 10.078
9.056 12.902 9.056 10.078
A
BLOCK I I C(>NFIGURATION 3 outer wall
















.... Same as Conf. 1
Sa_e as Confo I
Same as Conf. 2
INNq_R [-_A.LL
R
4,852 12.292 4.932 9.202
5.896 12.778 5.896 9,372
6.396 13.0!I 6.396 9.460
6.896 13.216 6.896 9.573
7.396 13.367 9.396 9,726
7.896 13.466 7.896 9.896
8,396 13.518 8.396 I0.062
8,_96 13.527 8.896 10,203
9,396 13.527 9.396 10.298
9.896 13.527 9.896 10.333





BLOCK i CO_{F!GIYRATION 4
® Transition Duct
• Stage i Nozzle
o Stage 1 Blade
• Stage 2 Nozzle














Same a_ Conf. I
Same as Confo i
Same as Conf. _ -





7.636 13.589 7.636 9.678
8.136 13.794 8.136 9.793
8.636 13.944 8.63_ 9.947
9.136 14,_44 9.136 10.1.21
9,636 14o095 9.636 10.291
10.136 14.105 I0.136 10.435
10.636 14.105 10.636 10.532
11.136 14.105 11.136 10.567
















OUTER WALL INN"ER WkLL
Z R Z R
0.000 10.050 0.000 8.208
0.168 10.071 0.168 8.208
0.335 10.081 0.335 8.208
0.670 10.156 0.670 8.230
1.005 10.270 1.005 8.290
1.340 10.423 1.340 8°386
1.675 !0.615 1.675 8.508
1.809 10.701 1.809 8.559
1.961 10.803 1.961 8.616
2.238 10.984 2.238 8.710
2.515 11.153 2.515 8.781
2.792 11.309 2.792 8.834
3.068 11.454 3.068 8.877
3.350 11.591 3.350 8.923




BLOCK II CO_FICURATION 4a
¢ Trans_tlon Duct
. Stage 1 Nozzi_
m Stage 1 Blade
leading edge
trailing edge
• Stage 2 Nozzle
leading edge
trailing edge









Axial Distance From HPT Exit, Z
OUTER WALL ll:_R WALL
Z R Z R
Same as Conf. la
Same as Conf. la
3.668 11.740 3.647 8.975
4.405 12.08_ 4.451 9.117
4.852 12.292 4.934 9.202
5.939 12.798 5.940 9.379
6.292 12.96_ 6.275 9.439
7.034 13.309 7.082 9o581

























• Stage 3 Blade
leading edge
trailing edge
• Stage 4 Nozzle
leading edge
trailing edge
• Stage 4 Blade
leading edge
trailing edge
e Stage 5 Nozzle
leading edge
trailing edge






_ial Distance From HPT Exit, Z
OUTER UAL_L INNER WALL
z £
Smme as Conf. la
, _ Same as Conf. la
___---------- Same as Conf. 4a
Same as Conf. 4a
____ Same as Conf. 4a
R
7.423 13.491 7.480 9.651
8.601 14.034 8.602 9.849
8.953 14.192 8.933 9.907
9.736 14.524 9.804 10.021
10.159 14.692 10.354 10.037
11.323 15.092 11.324 10.004
11.832 15.234 11.769 9.984
12.460 15.379 12.579 9.958
12.937 15.463 13.166 9.917
14,137 15.573 ].4.136 9.702
14_539 15.578 14.539 9,615
1.5.47] 15.578 ].5.477 9.615
I
, !










Presented herein are axial (Z), radial (R), and tangential (RTHETA)
dimensions which co_prise near hub, pitchllne (mean), and near tip
stre_urface coordinates for in_trL_en_ed airfoils in the test series.
The follo_ing sectlon_ are included:
Table Bladero_
B-I Block I Stage i Nozzle Near Hub
B-2 Block I Stage 1 Nozzle Pitchline
B-3 Block I Stage I Nozzle Near Tip
B-4 Block I Stage 2 Nozzle Near Hub
B-5 Block I Stage 2 Nozzle Pitchline
B-6 Block I Stage 2 Nozzle Near Tip
B-7 Block II "Stage I Nozzle Near Hub
B-8 Block II Stage 1 Nozz_ Pitchline
B-9 Block II Stage I Nozzle Near Tip
Streamsurface
These coordinates were obtained by applying a 0.67 scale factor to the
engine size coordinates (_epresented in Figures 2, 4, and i0) and represent
design intent coordinates for the respective rig airfoils (represented in
Figures 44, 67, and 91). All dimensions are in inches.
Z, inches
°
Note : Radius, R, varies
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Table B-3. Block I Stage I Nozzle Streamsurface Coordinates (near Tip).
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Block II Stage I Nozzle Streamsurface Coordinates (near tip).
Suction Surface
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Block II Rig Rotor Blades, Viewed Forward Looking Aft.
Block II Rig Re,or Blades Viewed Aft Looking Forward.
Block II Rig Stage One Nozzle Diaphragm Assembly, Viewed Aft Looking Forw_
L: .... ::.i "
Block II Rig Stage One Rotor Assembly, Viewed Aft Looking Forward. _;':"_'
Block II Rig Stage Two Nozzle Diaphragm Assembly, Viewed Aft Looking Forwai _iii_
, • -;'1
Figure C-16. Two-Stage Rig (Cont 4 & 4a) Exhaust Casing Showing Installation of a Fixed
Are Rake, Viewed Forward Looking Aft. }
_ollo=i_i__ _, ....Photographs of Block II rig hardware_ in various stages of assembly _The
are pre_ented herei=:
Figure C-I. Block !I Rig V&ne Airfoils, Viewed Fo_ard Looking Af=.






Figure C-8. Block II Rig Stage Two Rotor Assembly, Viewed Aft Looking Forward.
Figure C-9. Block II Rig Stage Three Rotor Assembly, Viewed Aft Looking Forward.
Figure C-10. Block II Rig S_age Four Nozzle Diaphragm Assembly, Viewed Aft Looking Forw
Figure C-If. Block II Rig Stage Four Rotor Assembly, Viewed Aft Looking Fo_ard.
Figure C-12. Block !I Rig Stage Five Nozzle Diaphragm Assembly, Viewed Aft Looking Forw_
Figure C-13. Block II Rig Stage Five Rotor Assembly, Viewed Aft Looking Fo_ard°
Figure C-14. Block ii Flve Stage Rig Rotor Assembly, Viewed From Right Side.
Figure C-15. Block II Rig Stage One Nozzle Diaphragm Assembled Into Front Fr_e, Viewed
Forward Looking Aft.
Figure C-17. Assembled Block II Five-Stage Rig (Conf. 5), Viewed From Right Side.
It should be noted that a photograph of the stage three nozzle diaphragm assembly
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Figure C-5o Block 11 Rig Stage One Nozzle Diaphgrem Assembly_ Viewed Aft
Looki ng Fo,.,-_ard.
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Figure C-15. Block II Rig Stage One Nozzle Diaphragm Assembled Into Front Frame,


















Significance of the BlUe-Jet Speed Ratio
The blade-Jet speed ratio is defi_ed as the ratio of the average pitchline
wheel _pe_d, U, _o the velocity, Co, which would theoretically be obtained by
exp_iding the turblue flow from 8tags inlet total enthalpy tc the ideal _=age exi_
enthalpyo 'Fals can be e_rpres_ed in terms of quantities measurable directly in the
rig as follows:










rotor pltchli:_e radius of i th stage, inches
turbine speed of i th stage, rpm
number of stages
inlet total temperature, OR
inlet total pressure, psia




For a given set of turbine inlet conditions, we soe from Di that the blade-Jet
speed ratio is a function of p_emsure ratio and speed only. Consequently, once the rig










parameter in the test matrix, U/C o , may be set by adjusting rig speed.
Further significance of the blade-Jet speed ratio is evident upon examination of
the operating lime for th_ five _age rig in Figure 36, Note _hat a llne of cons=_t
blade-jet _peed ra_ioro_ghly parallels a llne of turbine operation on a Ah/T v_
_u_ tl_e _e of blade_Je_ _peed ratio and total-to-statlc pressure ratio as the
indepem_en_ va_iab!es in the _emt matrices provide easily definable n_aps which provide










The _,tandard expression for Reynolds number i_:
R_ _ _-_-
For application to t_e E 3 LPT rig stage_ the OV term will be replaced by W/A,
_here i is deff_ed a_ the vane flow area, or:
W/A = W/ndoh (E2)
where n = number of va_._ airfoils
do - _.hroat dimension of a vane airfoil
h = height of v_ne airfoils at m_d-throat
Combining E1 and E2 yields:
%_.
RN - Bnd_h (E3)
Defini_g _he c[_rac_eri_Ic length, I, to be the vane throat dlmenslonp d=,
E3 reduces _o:
12 W
RN _ _nh (E4)
where the 12 is added for consistency when h is expressed i_'_inches.
Equation E4 is the Reynolds number quoted in this report. For multl-stag_
applications, the individual stage Reynolds numbers are energy weighted.
Note from Equation E4 that the Reynolds number can be modulated by changing the
flow, W. In order to change Re>molds number in the rig and still retain the required
flow function, W_/PT, the inlet total temperature _as held co_stant while the i_zlet
total pre_sure was varied in direct proportion to the desired chnnge in Reynolds n_._ber.
The table below s_n_arizes the Reynolds number for each of i_he rig configurations

















Inclt_ded are the reduced rig inlet pressures required to attain the lower ICLS























This table sum_,_rizes the required range of rig iT,let pressures for the Reynolds
number excursion described in Section 4.5 of this report.
















" Plane 39 (inlet) total pressure
based on arithmetic average of







- LPT inlet flow, Ibm/see
Joules Constant, 778.16
:_ En_halpy, Btu/Ibm, available
in fsentropie expansion of :inlet
en_halpy (defined by W49 and T49)






_TS _ :J-- W49 Ah S 549-5
Ah$49-55 = Enthalpy, BTU/Ibm, available in fsentroplc
empansion of inlet enthalpy from PT42 to
PS55
• Bladeo_Jet Speed Ratio
o
where E _ I or Conf 2
For Confs 4 & 4a
I For Conf 5
1.716 x 10 -7
3.640 x 10-7













Error Analysis for Turbine Total-to-Total Efflelenc Z
_4
Turbine efficiency can be expressed as follows:
n _1_f
A h i
(_IoS46 x 10"42 N_"
(GI_
where: A h a ffi
A hi
BTU
ac+.ual specific energy extraetlon_ lbm
BTU
specific energy extraction, ib---m-_ available
ideally in expanding inlet flow f, om inlet
total to exit to£al pressure
N = measured cpeed_ RPM
torque, ft-lbf
inlet flow, Ibm/see
inlet total temperature, oR, at







PT = _?easured ezlt total pressure at Plane 55
55
If Cp = .24 and y _ 1.4, then equation GI can be expressed as
where:
PR _ _'T55/PT42











Now evaltmte th_ partial der_:.'at_.ve3 of nTT with respect to each variable in the




































Using this data_ each of the derivatives can now be evaluated:
One-Stag_e Two-Stag_e Five-Sta_?_
_- .0002773 .0002781 .0002869
3N
8 q .0005148 .0002487 .0001114
aT










To get an idea of the order of magnitude of these efficiency deltas, let us
evaluate the effect of a 0.1% .rror in measurJng e:It total pressure, PT55, during the
two-stage test.
At the 25°07 psla pressure level,
%
A PT55 = (.001) (25.07) - .0251 psia
The error in efficiency introduced by this error in pressure measurement is:
n A PT55 = (.05592) (.0251) - .0014A n - -B _T55
Thus the error is magnified by a factor of 1.4 in the efficiency calculation.
It should be noted that t!_e derivatives presented herein have no statistical base,
but that the probability of incurring maxlmummeasurement error for all variables





















Data for the following_conflguratlonsfin the Block I and Block II series are
tabulated:
Block• Co_!_uratlon Description










o. Total-to-statlc pressure ratio, PT42/Ps55.
o Blade-to-jet epeed ratio (Appendix D), u/C o.









Inlet total pressure calculated from plane 3_,
measured pressures minus inlet loss, (Ibf/in }. PT39'
Corrected Speed N/T_T39 , (RPM/°_dR) .
o Equivalent energy extrac£1on, _h/TT39_ (BTU/Ib_/oR),
where Ah is derived from measured torque.
Inlet flow function, WT_T39/PT42,
(ibm e,r_'R,_ in2/sec/!bf).
• Total-to-total pressure ratio, PT42/PT55 _
Torque/pressure para_eter, Torque/FT42, (fte In2)_
based on measured shaft torque.
Torque/flow parsmeter, Torque/WF_T39,
(ft _ ibf osec/ibm//OR).










Total-to-static efficiency, NTSs five-stage only.
Exhaust svd_rl from 8_cial at Plan£e 55, derived
f " -inu]t calculat_o_ using W_ TT_ , ,_-om co[%t - Y ..... 5 PT55








































PT/P$ U/C# TT39 PT42
1,454 g.3_B 754.1 45,#1i I17,6 ,_169 38,38 i,31_ 38,55
1,459 _,3#7 753,5 _5,$15 117,4 ,_16_ 38,48 1,317 39,_1
I,_49 _,36_ 755,2 4_,9_3 _o.8 ,#168 37,55 1,33Z 34,21
BLOCK I CO_FZGUP.ATZOH 2
N/AT DH/T W_T/P PTIPT TOIPT TOt_T TT_5
75,4 ,_121 39,77 !,247 47,13







1.4_ _.!9_ 757,5 44,_57
1,45_ _,2_# 755,1 44,957 91,4 ,g1_ 39,26 1.274
1,_51 _.241 752,6 _4,9_4 91.5 ,_13_ 39,22 1,274
1,454 #,273 75_,# 44,97# 1#3,9 ,#14_ 3_,77 I._93
1,453 _._73 752,7 44,_5 i#_,# .#145 38,74 t,292
1.45_ #,3_ 756,2 4_,9_9 116,9 ,_157 3¢°27 1,3#9
1._5! _.3_7 755.1 44.956 115.8 ._157 38.29 1.3_9
I._45 g,351 75_,_ 44,9_ 157,5 ,_22# 39,66 1,463
1.645 _,351 753,1 44,_62 157,3 ,#22_ 3_,67 1,_63
_,55# _,335 761,2 _5,#_ 1_6,_ ,_215 4#,#3 1,448 43,8_
1,634 #.334 753.5 _5,E_7 i45,3 ,_215 4_,_5 1,459 "_3,89
1.647 #,3fi7 753,1 44,997 13_,1 ,_2_6 _,33 1,428 _6,13
!,_7 _,3_3 751,2 _,5_3 13_,5 ,_2_7 4_,32 1,42_ 46,_5
I,¢54 _,271 752,4 _5,_2 I1_,7 ,_!95 _#,79 1,4#4 49,72
1.6_# _.272 752.3 45og#3 118.4 ._1_2 4#.69 1.397 49.19
1,649 _.237 751.5 4_._84 I_.5 ._17_ _I.!_ 1.375 53._a
1.6_ #.237 751._ 4_._ I_3.5 .£_ _1.I_ 1.375 _3._
1,65_ 5,199 752,1 44,_7i _7,# ,#161 41,7_ 1,342 57,42
_.561 _.I9_ ?53.2 _._ _5.5 .#I_# _1.71 1.3_2 57.53
!.5_ _,19_ 7_2._ _4._54 _.4 ._!_ 41.7# 1.341 57,38
1.35_ _.272 74_.3 45._ 93.5 ._12_ 35.83 1.232 35.1B
ETA-TT St;IRL
1._1 7#3._ _,g_32 _2,25
_,_1 _i,9 _,_ 37.65
1.19 715.2 _._251 51.1_
1.19 718._ _,_2_4 51.21
1.12 711.3 _._5_ 48.3_
1,12 7_,9 g,B5_2 4_,32
1._5 7#7.3 _._744 45.B7
1,_ 7_6,3 #,$_36 42,76
1.#_ 7_.9 _.C635 _2,98
I._4 681.3 _.8897 37.87
1._ _3.4 _._915 37._4
1._ 5_3._ _°8939 _.72
1,1_ 6_5,_ _,_933 4#,92
1.14 5_7.6 #._3_3 43.27
1.1_ _.2 _._7 43.24
1.22 _.8 _._777 46._6
1.2l _1.5 _._7gg 46.36
1,29 _9_._ _._5_5 4_.84
l.Z_ 59_.8 _._g 48.86
1.39 7_.9 _.8333 51.34
t.38 7_2._ _.825_ 51.39
1.39 7#i._ _._287 51.38
_._6 7_9.7 _,8574 45,7_





_- . , .:














_5. 1.252 _,ig9 748,7 45._51
86, 1.253 _.199 749.8 45._55
$8. 1.249 #.237 752.3 45._55
89. 1.251 E.273 752.2 45.E57
9_. 1.251 #.273 752.5 4S._54
91. 1.25[ g.3_7 752.2 45.969
92. 1.251 _.3_7 752.l 45._77
8LOCK Z COHFIGUP.AT;O_ 2
_/RT 0HIT _RT/P PT/PT TQIPT TQ/_RTTT55
1.351 B.273 745.5 45._I0 93.6 ._121 36._i 1,232 36.I9
!.351 B.237 7EI.2 45._!1 81.5 .Ei11 37.3_ 1.215 37.66
1.351 _.237 752.1 44.997 81.5 ._I11 37.36 1.216 37.63
1.35_ _.237 75_.2 45._ 8_.5 ._1 37.32 1.215 37.68
1.352 _.198 751.# 45._ 68,3 ._#99 37.95 1.198 _.9#
_.352 #.199 753.5 44.9_8 68.5 .#_99 37.55 1.198 _._5
1.35_ #.3#7 751.3 45._1 _5.5 .#126 3_.31 1.245 32._9
1.351 _.3_ 7_8.1 _5._5 195._ ._12_ 3_.3_ 1.2_5 32.7_
1.345 _.341 74_.B 44._g 116.3 .E132 35.77 1.253 3_.2_
1.346 _.34_ 751.3 45._8 11_.1 ._133 35.78 1.254 39.42
1.359 _.3_ 75].4 44.987 124._ ._137 35.5_ 1.263 29.2_
!.35_ B.361 751.4 44.997 12_._ .#137 35.59 1.253 29.14
l.a_l g.311 743.1 4_.984 118,3 ._158 35.2_ 1.311 37._
1._51 _.311 75i.8 _.975 118,1 ._159 38.17 1.311 3_._7
1.45_ _.31_ 749.5 45._5_ 117.7 ._158 38.26 1.311 38.1_
1.449 5.31_ 75_.4 45._53 !17._ ._15_ 33.24 1.31_ 3C.19
1.448 _.319 753.3 45._6 117.5 ._158 39.2_ 1.31_ 38.17
59.4 ._#75 34.91 1.I45 32.5_
59.4 ._#75 34.93 1.I45 32.7_
7ff.2 ._83 34.15 1.156 29._6
7_.3 ._83 34.21 1.157 29.98
_1.4 ._91 33.71 1,169 27.9_
8!.4 ._91 33.71 1.169 27.92
91.5 ._7 33o28 1.179 25.12
91.5 ._97 33.27 1.179 26.12
ETA-TT SWZRL
_.95 7_8.9 _.8677 45.65
• _1 71_,.5 J_._477 _8.42
1.,_'1 7_5._ ,,_._,_12 48.44
1.._1 714.9 _._95 4_.3_
1._ 71_.5 _._19_ 5_.99
!._$ 721.9 ,9",_21 _ 5_.98
if.P, 5 7_7.,_ _._8_J_ 39.47
J_._2 7_,_._ _.gS_" 37.15
_._2 7_7._ g.8815 37.!_
_.._ _39.S ,_.6644 42,76
l._,g 7,t_2.3 _._,_73 42.77
I._ 699.5 ._.8a4_ 42.35
1.Eft 7_$.9 .,9".8_3 42.47
_._4 72_.4 J_.8194 5J_.85
ff.87 727.5 _.8476 48.3g
• _'._3 725.8 _'._77 48,23
_._3 723.3 _'o8662 45.6_
_.83 723.7 _.866_' _5.57
_.78 721.3 _.8756 ,t2.49




















PT/PS U/C# TT39 PT42
!.252 #.336 753.3 45.692 1_.4 ._1#1 _2,92 1.187 24o6_
1.252 _.335 752.9 45._85 I_.5 ._1_1 32.93 1.187 2_.59
1.252 _.358 753.3 45.#_5 1#7o# .BI#4 32.6_ 1.192 23._5
1,251 _.35_ 753.5 45._75 !_7.3 ._I#3 32.55 1.191 23._3
1.1_ go2gl 753.7 _5._51 47.5 .K_47 2_,42 I,_S9 21.54
1.11_ _.2_2 752.7 _5._41 47.5 ._7 29o4_ 1._8 21.5_
1.152 _o237 75_.7 _5._46 55.5 ._853 29.22 1.f98 2_.35
1.152 _.237 75_.6 45._46 56.5 ._553 29.13 1._9_ 2_.35
1.451 B.311 7_7.1 44.997 lIB.4 ._159 38.26 1.312 38.17
1.45g _.31# 75_.3 44.991 117.7 ._158 38.27 1.311 38.19
1.45_ _.337 754.7 44.992 128._ .B154 37.9_ 1.323 36.13
1._5_ B.337 753.2 44.98_ 12S.1 ._1_4 37.g_ 1,323 36._5
1._53 _.361 753.2 45._ 137.5 ._169 37.5_ 1.335 34.39
1.452 _,361 753.4 44.9_9 137.5 ._i_9 37.62 1.335 34._
1.153 _.273 7_9.2 45.E_4 55.2 ._5_ 28.0_ 1.1_5 18.97
1.153 _.273 748.9 45._74 65.2 ._58 28.7_ 1.I_5 i8.97
1.151 a.3_5 751.4 45._35 73.3 ._1 2_.12 1.1I_ 17.45
1.152 _.34_ 753,9 45._ B1.2 ._54 27.78 1.115 16.31
BLOCK I CO_FIGUP, ATIO_ Z
_IRT DH/T _RT/P PT/PT TQIPT TQI_RT TT55
_T_,-TT _IRL
_.75 721.Z _._B_5 39.6_
_.7_ 72_.3 _._2_ 37.34
_.71 72_.7 _._ 37._S
_.73 7_8._ _._135 5_.2_
_.73 737.5 _._14_ 5_.25
#.7_ 733.6 _,B_12 4g.#l
_.7_ 733.7 _oG_14 48._5
l._a 697.2 _._59 42.33
I._ 7_,3 B.8_55 4Z.47
B.95 7S2.6 _._ _9.81
_.95 7_1.2 _.88_4 39.81
8.91 699.5 _.8537 37.15
#.56 73_.7 _._5S3 _5.34
#.55 73_.5 _._5_! 45.58
B.52 731.8 6.8719 42.47
#.5_ 733.2 #._731 39.19
112. 1.152 _.3al 753.8 45.M12 51.2 ._4 27.79 1.115







1.153 _.358 755,3 45.53_ 85.5 .#_5 27.57 1.117 15.72
1._53 _.3_g 752.3 45._75 1i7.6 ._I5_ 3B.35 1.31I 3B.35
!.454 _.3I_ 752.4 _5.g7_ 118.1 ._59 3_.37 1.312 3_.35
1.4_8 _.312 743.7 44.958 118,5 .B15_ 38.2# 1.3_0 37.77
1.449 #.312 745.# 44.972 tlg.3 .8!5_ 36.2# 1.3_9 37.84
B.59 733.2 B.07_5 39.22
#.57 735.1 6._748 37.79
g.57 734.2 B.8776 3S._5
1._ 7MI.8 _.8_56 42.8_
1._ 7_2.B _,_7 42.65
E._9 694._ _._4 _2.87








BLOCK Z COHFZ_UP, ATiO_ 4
RDG PT/PS U/C_ TT39 PT42 H/RT DHIT WRT/P PT/PT TQ/PT TO/_T TT55 ETA_TT $VIRL
















1.991 _.343 7_._ _4.945 117.8 .D326 37.79 l.Tg_ 77.7_
1.99_ _.3_2 7_9._ 44._0 117.7 ._225 37.01 1.792 77.77
1.994 _.34_ 757.4 4_._|_ 117._ ._326 37.87 1.79_ 78.37
1.99_ _.3_ 757.= _5._16 116.8 ._325 37.65 1.79_ 78,44
1.995 _.342 75_.2 45._9 117.5 ._325 37.79 1.7_2 77.94
2._7 E.3_1 747.9 45._29 IE3.8 ._313 38.7_ 1.762 86._3
2._6 _.3_1 74Q.4 _5_3_ 1_3.7 ._312 38.68 1.762 86._7
1.99_ _.262 7_7.2 _5._33 _.9 ._291 39._5 1.716 9_.7_
1.99_ _.Z62 747.4 45,_15 9E._ ._291 39._3 1.715 94.7Z
2._ _.221 75_.5 _._19 76._ ._2_6 49.3_ 1.671 I_._Z
2._2 _.221 751._ 45._27 76.Z ._266 4_.37 1.673 1_4._8
1.9_7 _.38_ 753.9 45._3 13_.8 ._336 37._5 1.$25 7_.6_
1.995 E.362 753.5 45._25 131.3 °9335 37._6 1.826 7_._3
1._96 _.423 75_._ _5._3_ 145.4 ._342 3_.33 1,652 63.4_
1.995 _.422 75;.4 45._33 145.1 ._342 36.33 1.852 63.55
1,999 _._2I 752.7 45.E_3 145._ .E343 35.34 1._54 _3.7_
2.196 _.421 7_1._ 45._39 153.4 ._3_1 36.84 1.997 67.8_
1_5. 2.198 _.421 75_.7 45._32 153.4 ._381 36.84 1.998 67.95
1_5. 2.2_1 5.3_I 748._ 45._32 139.2 ._373 37,49 1._66 74.73
187. 2.19_ #.383 747.2 45._2_ 139.4 ._373 37.47 1.96_ 74.39
l_S. Z._Z _.343 745.6 45.916 119.1 ._32_ 37.83 1.798 70._7
189. 2._Z Bo343 491.9 _5._3 llg.3 o_328 37.86 1._ 75._5
19_. 1.3_3 _.419 757.7 45._I_ 1_2.3 ._!75 31._1 1.356 3_._7
191. 1._95 _._1_ 753.5 _.917 l_2.4 ._177 31.13 1.35_ 39.95
Z._5 E_7.5 _.9_54 45.96
2._5 _47.8 _._36 45.34
2._7 654.5 _.8_53 _6.19
2._7 654.3 _._8_9 _6.14
Z.96 6_6.7 a. G839 46.g7
2.2_ 55_._ _._698 49.58
2._a 536.3 _.947_ 5Z.23
2._ 656.3 3.8472 52.29
2._ _6.5 _._113 5_.9_
2.6_ _7._ _.8115 54.91
1.9! 6_?._ _._57 41.86
1.9_ 5_7.9 9.8G46 41.6_
1.75 6_6._ _.88_7 36.74
1.75 6_o9 _._826 36.75
1.7_ 644._ _.8_23 3_.81
1.84 631._ _.8834 38.42
I.S_ 631._ _.fl836 36._4
1.9_ 63_.7 _.8851 _3._5
1.99 633.7 Q.8889 42.77
Z,_5 643.2 _.8_53 45.94
2._6 642.9 _.8857 45.88
1.27 7_1.9 _.3763 _3._5









































PT/PS U/CB TT39 PT42
1.994 B.343 745.7 45._16 118.g ._32fi 37.81 1.792 77._4
1,994 E.343 747.Z 45.918 I18._ ._32fi 37.8_ 1.793 77.62
2.391 H.424 745.3 45._45 161.9 ._414 37.54 2.132 7_.37
2.389 m.424 746.g 45._54 161.8 .9413 37.W4 2.131 7_.31
2,_a4 _.3_2 748._ 45._53 14fi.2 .54a7 37.67 2.596 77.83
2.4_7 _.381 756.6 45.548 146.g _54_7 37.71 2.695 79.11
2.396 B,3_3 746.5 45._55 13_.9 ._393 39.38 2._36 _5.54
2.3_6 _.343 749.1 _5._44 13_.8 ._392 38.3G 2.534 85.53
2.442 E.3gl 747.6 45.487 115._ .6375 39.21 1.981 94._3
2.463 _.341 747.g 45.195 115.1 .9375 39.18 1.9_2 9d._5
2.197 _.3_2 747.5 45._75 !1_.3 .9346 39._2 1.876 _1._3
2.197 _.392 747.B 45._67 11g.3 ._3_6 39._1 1.876 91.94
2.19_ _.343 7_8.1 45.528 12_.9 ._362 38.22 1.919 82.42
2.19_ _.342 7_.5 45._17 124.7 ._362 38.23 1.919 82.5_
2._5 _.263 7_6.9 45.E48 95.7 ._324 39.78 1.823 |_._3
2.195 B.262 748.1 45._41 95.5 ._324 39,_! 1.823 I_._
2,195 g.221 7_9.7 45._32 Q_.5 ._2_5 _g,fi7 1.78_ 11_.73
2.397 E1221 7_8.4 45._25 _4.3 ._319 4ff._ 1.845 114.5_
2.397 _.22I 748.5 45._25 84.2 ._3!9 _.76 1._46 11_.66
2.391 #.262 744._ 45._3_ I53.1 ._35ff 39.98 1.916 1_3._
2.39_ g,262 743.G 45._27 lg_.1 ._356 39.93 1.¢16 I83.75
1.995 _.342 755.4 _5._57 117.5 o8325 37.52 1.792 78.19
l-9_5 _.342 753.9 45.B73 117.5 .5326 37.8! 1.792 77.S3
1.792 B.421 749.9 45._7 131._ .g296 35.46 1.695 53.17
BLOCK I COHFIGURAT|ON 4
N/RT DH/T _RT/P PT/PT T:/PT TGI;RT TT55 ETA-TT S_IRL
2.#5 545.g _.8839 45.79
2._5 _5,Z #._837 45.78
I._ _.1 _.8859 39.fi_
1.9g _17.1 _._5_ 39039
2._7 621.I _.8852 44._6
2._7 _23._ _88_ 44._4
2.23 _24.1 _.8892 47.78
2.23 626._ _.8898 47.73
2._2 63_.2 6.8795 51.13
2._2 63_,_ g. eS_i 51.13
2.33 639.5 g.876_ 5_.14
2.33 54_._ _.8767 5_.1_
2.16 535.5 _.E684 _6.76
2.16 535.7 g.8876 46.77
2o_l 646.g #.8555 53.#_
2.52 E47.2 _.5652 53._2
2.72 656,4 #.8193 55.47
2.72 657.3 #o82_6 55.51
2._ 635.5 _.8599 53.54
2._ 635.4 g.8596 53.54
2._7 652.@ _.8_51 45.95
2._5 651.4 _.6839 45.99





























BLGC_ I CONFIGURATION 4
TT39 PT42 N/RT DH/T _T/F PT/PT TQ/PT TG/VRT TT55 ETA-TT SWI_L
1.736 m.421 746.S 4_._96 134.4 ._296 35.47 1.693 58.17
1,7_8 _.382 749._ 45._9_ 122._ .9292 36.1e 1.68_ 64.27
1.797 _.3_3 751._ _5._94 122.I .3291 36.22 1.679 64,33
1.799 _.341 748.5 45.1_4 1_9.9 ._2_4 37._ 1.656 71.51
1.798 _.341 751.4 45._2 1_3.g .E28_ 37.#2 1.656 71.59
1.795 _.3_2 75_ol 45.#_2 98.3 .927_ 37.8_ 1.627
1.7_5 _.3_2 749.8 _5._73 96.3 ._27B 37.82 1.627
_.8D3 _.261 749.2 45.973
i.8_1 _.256 75_.4 45,_7_
1.798 _.223 749.4 45._65
1.798 9.Z22 75_.2 45.#65 71._ ._232 39.6_ 1.564 96.14
1.596 _.223 745.6 45._46 64.1 ._189 38.25 1.44_ 84._6
78.58
83.4 ._254 38.75 ].8#1 87.71
82.6 ._252 3_.79 1.597 a7.67
71.1 ._232 39.61 1.564 96._3
64._ ._19_ 3_.27 1.441 84.37
74.9 .B2_O 37.39 1.488 77.#6
_4.6 ._2_7 37.41 !.468 77._7
86.2 ._22_ 36.33 1.482 88.86
1.593 #.222 749.B 45.964
1.6_4 _.259 746.5 _5.638
1.6_3 _.259 749.2 45._E
1.592 _.3_1 749.E 45.R29
1.596 E,3#! 747.4 45._47 86.6 .E229 36.35 1.486 66.75
1.6_I _.342 748.8 45._3_ 98.5 ._233 35.54 1.5_8 62.35
!.6_I _.342 749.I 45.B15 93.5 ._233 35,52 1.5_8 62.39
1.598 9.382 74_.8 44.998 11_._ .E239 34.66 1.523 55.89
2.599 _.382 749.4 44.99_ 11_.1 ._239 34.66 1.5_3 55.94
1.598 _._21 749.9 45._3 I21.2 ._242 33.91 1.534 5_.3_
1.599 _,421 7_9.9 _5._i_ 121.2 ._43 33.92 1.535 5_.42
1.4ti 5.337 751._ _5.123 $3.8 ._173 32.98 1.355 6_.81
1.4_4 9.34_ 749.8 45.116 _4.1 ._17_ 32.77 1.35_ 4_.54
..54 655.1 8.9797 34.49
1.78 _5T.6 _.9_11 39.99
1.7_ 659.5 ,_.6_27 4_.61
1.93 C5_.7 _.8789 44.71
1._3 663.3 _._799 44.74
2._9 6_5.9 _.86_ 48.39
2._ _55.7 _,8649 48.39
2.26 67_.4 _.84_5 51.61
2.?.7 67_.9 _.0383 52.J_1
2,43 675.4 _.E_53 54.25
2.43 677.9 5.B_56 54.25
2.2_ 6_8.1 J_.7_31 53.62
2.2_F 66-_-3 _.7976 53.58
2._'_ 584.;; J_.832_r 51 .J_8
2.F6 605.1 J_.61319 5_r.99
1.89 685.4 E.6596 47.6_r
1.89 678.9 9.8572 47.37
1.75 576.6 9.8749 43.4l
1.75 676.9 _.3756 43.59
1.61 675.4 g.8784 38.45
1.51 674.4 _.8792 38.56
1.4_ 873.7 _.8758 32.87
1.49 _73.4 _r.3764 32.8;3
!.53 59_.9 _.8569 43.12









25_. ;.4_3 B.29_ 746.9 45.I_I
25_. ].4_3 _,258 74_.; 45._g7
251. 1.4_5 _.267 751.2 45.I_5
262. I._1 _.228 748.1 45._91








_LOCK _ COKFZGURATIOM 4
N/RT DH/T WRT/P PT/PT TQ/PT
1.993 _.342 754.2 45._57 117.5 ,_327 37.63 1.792 7_._1
1._2 _.343 751.6 45._47 117.7 ,_32_ 37._ 1.792 77.73
I._03 _.379 7_2.6 45°_9 93.1 ._175 31,88 1.3_6 _.49
1.4_ _.376 752.2 4_._ _3.1 ._177 32._8 1.361 _5._6
;.4_I _.299 7_6.5 45._7 73.6 ._152 33._3 1.33_ 54.97
73.6 ._lSZ 33.67 1.337
63.6 .2162 3_.63 1.323
63.5 ._152 34.69 1.324
56._ ._14_ 35.43 _.311
55.1 ._142 _6.43 !.311
TQ/_T TT55 [TA-TT SVIRL
Z._6 6_9.6 _3_ 45.61
1._ _7._ _._73_ 36.42
1._I 6_7._ E.8726 36.93
I._3 595.7 _.84_6 46,64
55._6 1.6_ _35.3 E.8_93 45._6
6_.3_ 1.77 7_2.2 _.8215 5_.34
51.57 1._7 7_._ E.81_6 5_.36
6_.53 1._ 7_,_ _.79_6 52.28
_.51 _,_3 72_.2 _.7_37 52.26
7g._ _ 5_._ _._46 45.55
77.3_ 2._5 6_9._ _._3# 45.61
77.7_ .... _5 6++.7 _.8832 45.49
1.99_ g.342 76_.9 45,_5_ l]7._ ._327 37.82 1.794 77.9_
_._97 _.3_3 749.4 _._ 118._ ._328 37.79 1.7_6 7_._2
1._93 #.342 75_.5 44._65 117.6 ._326 37.7_ 1.7_ 77,_
1._94 _.342 75_.R 44._5 117.6 ._327 37,78 1.7_4
1.g_ E.342 7_!_5 _5._2_ 117.7 ._326 37._1 1.7_4













































N/RT DIt/T _RT/P PT/PT TQ/PT "IQ/WRT TT55 ETA-TT SWIRL
2._92 _.338 753.4 44.977 116.8 ,#332 38.14 1.883 8_.52
2,_dl G,339 752,4 44,95_ !17,1 ,9332 38,14 1,8_4 8_,29
2,_ _.339 752,4 44,959 115.9 ,_332 38,13 1,8_4 8_,32
2,fl_t _.Z2_ 751,4 44,957 75,8 ,_271 4_,64 1,676 IG7,79
1,993 _.2G_ 749,6 45.1_1 U_.4 ._295 39.73 _.717 97.34
1,997 _,259 749,5 45,_55 39,4 ,_295 39,75 1,719 97,6_
2,UU_ _,_J9 75_,8 44,943 1_3,3 ,_316 38,_1 1,77_ 88,42
2,_U_ _,299 751,1 44,953 1_3,2 ,_316 38,92 1,77_ _8,51
1,999 E,378 751,2 44,928 13_,3 ,_343 37,46 1,83_ 73,4_
1,999 _,377 751,6 44,9_5 13_,Z ,_343 37,48 1,83_ 73,45
2._2 _.417 751,1 44,955 143,9 ,_353 36,89 1,855 67,23
2,_dl _,417 75_,9 44,952 143,9 ,9353 36,88 1,855 67,Z6
2,_J5 9,339 751 5 45._12 117,_ ,_332 38,14 1,835 8#,43
9 45,$5_ 117,_ ,_332 38,15 1,8_5 Ug,49
9 45,fl23 114,_ ,_385 39,46 1.999 97,73
5 45._22 114.1 ,_33_ 39,46 1,999 97,7_
9_.7 ._354 4_.2_ 1.936 Ig7.31
93,7 ._::54 43,22 1,936 1_7,27
84,_ ,_324 4_,95 1,871 117,411
84,_ ,93_4 4_,94 1,871 117,45
4 44,941
2,4_G _.258 751 6 44,942
2,3YU G.319 751,8 44,971
Z,4UU U,_19 751.9 44,9_5
2,4dZ fl,34_ 75Z,5 44,98# 13_,3 ,d4d2 38,74 2,fl53 30,73
Z,4UZ _.379 751,1 44,975 145..2 .d41G 3_,!6 Z,_98 _1,54
2,4_2 _.373 751,1 45._12 145,1 ,_4!7 38,13 2,_98 UI,43
2,4d3 _,417 752.G 45._3 159.9 ,d423 37,59 2,135 74.75
2,4_3 _,41V 753,.6 45._34 159,9 ,_4ZU 37,59 2,136 74,7_
_.11 647,3 _.8916 44.56
2.11 645,9 _.8914 44.41
2.11 6_6,_ g.8_98 44,37
2,55 663,9 _,8227 53,84
Z,45 G34,3 _,8587 51,26
2,46 b54.5 _185bg 51.Z6
2.27 64_,6-:_ _,8748 47.82
Z,27 65_.Z _,3749 47,88
1.96 641,4 _,9_33 4_,65
1.96 fi4!,9 _,9331 4_,53
1,8Z 538,6 _,9_Y2 35,91
1,82 638,3 _,9fl_8 35,9fl
Z.ll 645,4 _._31 44,42
Z.ll 645,6 g,892_ 44,41
2,48 G3_,9 _.UU34 49.75
2.48 G3_,5 _,_838 4_.77
Z,67 638,4 _,D592 52,47
Z,67 637,8 fl.85_ 5Z_46
Z.87 647,3 _,824_ 54,81
Z.U7 647,2 g,8Z43 54,82
Z,29 G23,9 _19_/J7 45,54
Z.i4 617.9 _.9113 43.13
Z,14 61U.2 _.IU_ 43,21
I.U9 _!G.4 U.9144 3_.U4







RDG PT/PS UIC_ TT39 PT4Z
397, 2,2_2 _,41_ 751,5 44,gg1 152,3 ,_393 37,36 1,999 71,74
398. 2.2_3 _.416 752.7 45.G_4 152.2 ._3_4 37.38 2.g_ 71._7
39q, 2,2_2 _,378 751,4 44,994 13_,3 ,_303 37,91 1,97_ 78,_5
4GG, 3,Z_3 _,370 752,7 45,_21 13_,5 ,_384 37,92 1,959 75,17
4G1, 2,2_3 G,33_ 752,7 44,369 134,1 ,_37_ 38,55 1,934 85,3G
_Z. 2.2_3 _.336 753,4 44.991 124,1 .g37_ 38.55 1,934 8_,35
4_3. 2,Z_2 _.29_ 751,5 45,_6 1_9,_ ,_351 39,Z9 1,6Bg 94,_1
4_3. 2.2U2 _,293 752,5 ,4,669 I_8,9 ,_351 39,31 1,889 _4,1_
4_5, 2,2d3 _,257 751,6 45,_3 94,_ ,5338 4_,1_ 1.84_ I_3,75
4UG, 2,2U5 _,257 751,2 44.995 94.2 ,_320 4_,11 1,64_ 1_3,74
457, 2,_2 _,219 753,9 44,997 8_.1 ,53_ 4_,9_ 1.786 113,84
4_U. 2.2_1 _.Zi9 753,1 44.983 U_.l .U3!]_ 48.9_ 1.785 11Z.8_
4_g. 2._d _.339 75i.5 44.984 116.9 .U332 38.15 1.8_Z 8_.4_
4_. 2._1 _.339 752.5 44.961 117._ ._332 38.14 1.8_2 _.43
411. 2._'1 _.34_ 75_._ 44.975 117.3 ,5332 3_.13 1.8_3 8_.19
412. 2._I _.339 752.1 44,939 117._ .U332 38.15 1.8_3 8_.35
413, 1,3_2 _.34_ 751,6 44,967 1_3,8 ,_289 37,35 1,662 73.54
414. 1.8_2 _.339 75_._ 44.954 l_8.G ._203 37.33 1.662 73.5[
415. I._4 _.299 751.5 45._ 95.8 ._275 38.21 1.638 Ui.43
416. 1.8_4 _.299 752.5 44.975 95.7 .5274 38.Z1 1.639 UI.41
418. 1.Od3 _.25_ 75_.4 44.993 52.6 ._25G 39.14 1.6U8 9_.21
4t_. 1.053 _.25G 75_._ 44._93 82.7 ._t[_G 39-14 1.5_3 9_.2_
42d, 1.0_3 d. ZlO 753.4 44.973 7U._ .U_b5 4_._3 1.574 99.8U
421. I.UMI M.Z!_ 754._ 44.9d9 d9,9 .U_34 4G._U 1.573 9U._5
42Z. i.OJ4 _.3GY 751.2 44.992 117.7 ._256 3d.84 1.678 65.83
I:')NFIGURATIO_ 4A
N/RT DI!/T _RT/F PT/PT TG/FT T_/_RT TT55 ETA-TT SVIRL
1.92 626._ _.9126 38._9
J.92 627.1 _._13! 38.11
2.21 634.5 _.8962 45.69
Z.2t 534.8 _.8#5_ 45,71
Z.39 539.1 H.8793 49.fl4
2.39 54_._ _.8796 49._4
2.59 546._ _.8639 5_.9;
2.59 646.g _.8543 51.93
2.78 6D6.6 B. UI&Z 54.31
2,78 655.9 g. OtBl 54,3Z
2.11 646,3 _,8919 44,71
2.1l 646.4 _.8932 44.71
2.11 645,1 _,8935 44,43
2.11 646.7 _.8936 44.4_
1.97 6_1.5 _.89_9 43._7
1._7 66_._ _.8885 43,_4
2.!3 664.1 H.8712 46.8_
Z.13 654,9 _.87_5 46.93
_,3_ 655.5 U.U435 5_.IU
_.3U 508.3 _.8434 5M. IZ
2.49 675._ _,8_53 52._Z
2.45 57_.5 _._48 5_.9Z







RDG PT/PS U/C_ TT3g PT42 N/W: DII/T WRT/P PT/PT TQ/PT TQ/tlRT TT55 ETA-TT SWIRL
423. [.SJ4 _.3G7 751.0 44.981 117,7 ._2_5 36.86 1.679 50.05
424. i,SU3 U.413 749.2 44.976 133.8 .£3_6 36._Z 1.7#I 5i.27
425. !.0d3 _.4Z7 751.2 44.996 133.7 ._3U7 36._3 1,7_1 61.39
425, 1.6G4 _.416 75_,Z 44.955 ];:U.3 ._ZS_ 34.52 Io538 53.3_
427, 1,5U5 _.416 749,4 45,_'_3 ;ZUo3 ,_ZSI 34,_3 1.539 53,4b
4ZS, 1.Qd3 _,373 752,3 44.996 1M9.1 ,924,1 35.17 1.525 58.44
42_. 1.533 _.377 753.1 44.99_ I_U.9 ,flZ44 35.13 I,pZ6 58.47
43_. 1.G_3 _.337 75Z,5 44:9S9 97.6 ._235 35.94 1.511 54.43
431. 1.5_4 M.337 753.1 45._15 97.5 .M235 35.93 1.511 64.44
432, 1,d_2 _,29S 75_,2 44.986 _5,1 ,_224 35.78 1,493 71,15
433. 1.6UZ M.29S 75_,2 44,993 36,_ ._2_4 36.7B |.4UZ 71.22
434. 1,G_Z #.257 753.9 44.98Z 74.2 ._ZIH 37.83 1.472 79.42
435. 1.6d3 _.257 752.1 44.990 74.4 ._21# 37.U1 1.472 79.23
436. 1.633 _.E24 751.2 44.938 64.6 ._195 3S,7_ 1,452 35.84
4_7. 1,6;Jg U,_;t4 75U.7 44.995 64.6 o_195 38.7M 1.452 35.0_
433. 1,4_3 ff.33! 749,9 44,968 57,_ ._i46 35,7U 1,316 67.87
439. 1.397 M.Z3I 75_.3 44.94S 56._ ._44 35.69 1.313 67.37
44_. 1,4d2 #.J57 75_._ 44.992 63.4 ._153 35._4 1.315 63.fl2
441. 1.4dl G.Z57 75_.3 4_.995 63,4 ._154 35.M_ 1.325 63._
4_'_ _,4H1 _o_93 751.4 4:oti35 73.6 ._!6,I 33.NU 1,338 56.37
443. 1,4d1 #.19_ 751._ 44.953 73.5 .d_54 33.97 1.333 56.3G
444, 1.4_J _J,339 751.1 44,933 83,5 ,V172 33.#4 1.348 5_,53
445. 1,4dd M.::U9 75_,6 44.933 U3.G .UI7;t 33,_2 1.343 5G,4Z
446. 1.4Ui d.377 75!.4 45.d31 92.u .dl;';l 32.Zu 1.357 45.Du
447. _.4_2 d.313 753.t 45.U:J_ 92.6 ._i}_J 32.35 1.353 46.2U
1._J7 657.7 fd,_73 4.O.ZB
!.WJ 63Z.4 _o9_73 33.6#
1.7]J fJU4.4 _. 'JUT7 33.9.U
1.54 67E.7 fo' o (J/:,'1¢,,i 31.35
1.bD 5(_J.£ /d.9/J23 _!.46
!.SG 67_,3 fJ._957 3"/.49
1.b_ 6"1_J.3 U.U_J4,CJ 37._4
Z.7_ 677,4 _.SiJIiJ 4"/.18
1.79 678./d _.SP, Z3 4Z.25.
1.93 G7U.8 [J.8649 4G._',b"
1.94 579.2 b'. U546 46._t!
Z.!lt G36.5 B'.8368 49.51 0 0
2.1/j 684.5 .V._J371 49.40 "ID 6"}
2.24 68_J,3 _.B.CJ'48 bZ._2 0 _I_
Z.?.4 5Ut;.f/ _.G_51 DI.¢_.19 _ "I3
C_
r-m
I.U(J 7_3.8 U. 8_J53 5/E. 71 _
"<t_
Z.Ul: 7/X1.! /d.t;284 4U._1
Z.O:J 7,97j.£' /./,I:L{_I 4U._6
1.(;0 _93._ ff. 8537 44.95
1.bG 6_U.3 U.UDT5 44.93
1.5U O_6.'d /d. UY64 4,_r.47
,( ,b::; h_jb.6 b'.UT':i7 4U,4G
] .,':Z £,(J4.6 /E.UUfJU :;D.UU
L,,3
RDG PT/PS U/Cg TT39 PT4Z
-no. i.399 _,416 754.1 44,3_2 I_2.4 ._182 31,63 1.353 4!.79
449. 1.4_5 _.413 754.2 45._48 1_2.4 ._184 31.78 1.368 4_.43
45_, 2.1JG! U.337 755.7 45.fl26 llG,4 ._33i 3G,21 1.8_2 _.81
451. Z,_d_ _.339 74_.5 44,993 t16.9 ._332 38.13 1,8_4 8fl_4Z
452. i._99 _.3,;_ 75fl.6 44.911 117.2 ._332 38.13 1.8_2 _.15
433. 2.dd_ _.339 753.5 44.933 117._ ._33Z 38.15 1.8_Z 8_.34
454. 1.8_! _.339 751.2 44.£44 I_8.4 ._Z88 37.37 1.661 73.7_
455. l._d _.33_ 751.6 44.9i9 I_8.3 .U287 37.38 I.SG_ 73,68
455. 1.8d1 _.3U_ 749.9 44._7 IZl,7 ,_ZgO 36.53 1.683 _6,73
457, _.OJJ _._E 75_.3 44.899 121.7 ,L !9_ 36.62 1.603 65:8Z
450. 2._dl _.33_ 753,l 44.9fl6 llT.fl .flJ32 38.13 1.8fl3 gfl,3U
CO_FIGURATION 4A
N/RT DIt/T WRTIP PT/PT TO/PT TO/_RT TT55 ETA-TT SVIEL
1._4 695.4 U_8955 _9,41
2.11 64_,2 _,8_IZ 44.47
2,Ii 544.6 fl.8_Zl 44.35
Z._# 645.3 _.8_35 4_.19
2.lt 64Y.5 _.8934 44.Z9
1.97 65_.7 fl.8891 43.22
1.97 659.£ _.8U85 43.!7
1.8Z 654.9 _.9_H_ 3U.5_
l._Z 855.3 g,ggZZ 38.65




































PT/FS U/Cg TT39 PT42
2._4 _,448 753,3 45,_91 9_,1 ._376 35,21 1._63 1_9,23
2,_3 _.448 754.6 45,1_ 91J.g ,_376 35,24 1,968 199,24
4.797 _.412 752.3 45.g78 II v ? ._762 37.99 4.4_9 1_3.6_
4._J_ _.411 752.8 45.g02 1!7.1 .g762 38._g 4.41Z 183.8g
4.7_8 g.411 753.2 45.g78 I17._ °g76_ 3U.BI 4.412 183.91
4.7U6 g.45_ 75g.8 45.H71 127.9 .g77g 37.35 4.426 167.g9
4,709 g,45_ 75_,5 4_,_55 i27,9 ._769 37,36 4.428 160.9_
4.7_9 _.4_ 751,9 45,_C3 |36.3 ._773 36.77 4.443 152,_2
4.7_6 _._9 751.5 45._75 138.9 .H773 36.75 4.44H 152.gl
4.7_4 g.373 752.4 45._7_ I_7.5 .g751 38.63 4.37_ 2_g. lZ
4.732 _.373 753.5 45,_75 1_7,5 ,B75U 38.63 _.3_7 Z_,22
4,1G_ g.379 753.4 45.g67 lB3.fi ,g693 _g,7_ 3.83B lgZ.31
4.11U _.3U# 752.5 45,_7# 1_3,_ ._694 38,68 3,843 192,31
4.1U4 _.4_3 752.6 45,_64 112.8 ._?_3 38o_2 3._5fi 175,_4
4,1_2 g.452 792,3 45,_7_ 123.3 ,gTll 37,3_ 3,8_7 159,73
4.115 _.452 75_.9 45._63 123.3 .g712 37.34 3.878 15U,g4
4.791 _,412 75_.8 45._7_ 117.2 ._763 37.99 4.4_5 183.57
4o79_ _.411 752._ 45._65 !17.! .g763 37.99 4.411 183._g
4.7U7 _.411 753.5 45._47 i15.9 ._753 37,97 4,4_3 !_._
4.73_$ d._12 749.6 45._3_ !!7.2 .]J763 37.97 4,4_3 183.45
5,223 _.411 751.5 45,H43 119,5 ,_795 37.9Z 4.735 IU7,Z3
5.235 _.411 753.M 45.M35 119.5 ._79b 37.N9 4.738 I_7,47
5.Z_3 _.._5_ 749.1 45._49 13_,7 ._5 37.Z_ 4.769 _7_.43
5.227 U,45_ 74_.3 45._r3d 13M.7 .d_5 37,27 4.77_ 17U.41
5,2Ed _.4;J_ 751.! 45.U35 l,_2.J ,u;3_U 36.67 4.7_2 154,_
CONFIGURATION 5
N/RT DH/T _RT/P PT/PT TQ/PT TQ/_IRT TT55 ETA-TT ETA-TS
_,XI _33._ g,88i5 H,8712
3.11_ 635.Z _._ g,8793
4,84 512.3 _.92_5 _._4
4.84 512.7 E._Z_H _.88UU
4.U4 512.6 _.9195 fl.8797
4.47 bdS.7 _.9275 _.8g_8
4.47 5_U.I _.92b_ g._096
4.14 5M_._ H.gZ_5 B._938
4.14 5_7.7 _.9296 g.894E
5.1u 5ZG.6 _.gtUZ _._667
4._7 534.6 _.9U5_ g.sGg2
6.97 _3_,5 H,9_54 _.8695
4.63 bSI,Z _.9157 _._826
4.2_ 528,7 _,_Z37 _,_918
6.29 b27._ g.gZ39 _.8918
4._4 5!I.I _.92_4 W._UU2
4.84 512.2 _.92_8 _.80B3
_.U4 5!_.5 W,92_ _.U8_7
_.94 5U3.3 _.9242 U.87U9
4.bU 497.9 U.93U7 U,UgU3
4.57 497.3 G._UU _._Cgb










































PT/PS U/C_ TT39 PT42 N/RT DH/T WRT/P PT/PT TO/PT
5.228 _.489 75_.5 45._4_ 142.2 ._8_9 36.66 4.796 154.92
5.22_ _.379 752.6 45._44 11_.1 ._783 38.53 4.687 2_3.49
5.215 _.379 752.4 45._39 11_.Z ._783 38.54 4.687 2_3.42
5.2_6 _.379 749.4 45._32 11_.2 ._783 38.55 4.693 2_3.33
5.537 _.412 748.3 45._46 121.U ,_22 37.83 5._27 189.69
5.63_ g.412 748.7 45.g37 121.7 ._U2l 37.85 5._29 189.62
5.517 _.449 751.8 45._35 132.9 ._U3_ 37.24 5.376 172.73
5.628 _.45_ 75i,8 45,_42 132.9 ._831 37.2J 5._85 i72.78
4.771 E.412 748.5 45._26 I17,_ ._7GZ 37.97 4.392 183.5_
2.7_ _.413 752.9 45._29 97.3 ._52_ 37.53 2.623 149.2I
2.7_ _.452 749.4 45._2_ 1_5.5 ._525 36.79 2.623 134.B_
2.7_1 _.452 749.5 _5._14 1_6.5 .H5Z5 35.76 2.623 134.85
2.7_i _.4U2 75G._ 45._7 115.7 ._52G 3G._8 2._2_ 121.77
2.7_[ _,493 749.6 45._21 116.2 ._525 36._6 2.G2_ 121._7
3.4/]_ _.331 75_._ 45,_14 93,I ._617 38.61 3.245 18_._B
3.4_2 _.3U1 75G.3 45.M2_ 9U._ .D517 38.62 3.248 18_.64
4.79_ _.4!2 751.3 45o_76 117.2 ._7_2 37.99 4.4_9 183.54
4.795 _.412 751.2 45._7! 117.2 ._7G2 38.fli 4.41_ 183.5_
=./85 G, 4!Z 748.5 45._43 117.2 ._755 37.98 4.4_ 183.87
2._2 _.41_ 75_.8 45._44 82.4 ,_374 35.99 1.97_ 121.42
2.7U4 U.383 75_.6 45._12 9fl,Z .0514 3U,19 Z.625 161.7_
_.7_3 _,333 751.4 45._18 9_.I ._514 3U.2_ 2.624 16Z.M6
2.7U4 _.3Jd 751._ 45._H9 9_.2 .U514 3U.Zl 2.624 151._I
2.7UI _,JI3 75_.7 45,_9 97,5 .#521 37,52 2,_24 14U._
3,41d d.414 751,_ 45.U23 i_6.7 ._7 37,95 3.264 l_5.GU
\
TOI_RT TT55 ETA-TT ETA-TS
4.23 497,4 _.£332 _.8947
5.20 5_6.7 _,9139 _.8552
5.28 5_5.8 _.9135 _.8555
5.28 5H4.2 _.9131 _.855_
5._1 492,3 _.9261 g.8777
5._I 492.5 _.925_ _,8767
4.54 491.5 _.9312 _.8879
4.34 491.3 _.9312 _.88Y8
4.84 51_.8 _.92_7 H.88_9
3.97 587.8 D.B998 _.B771
3.67 585.7 _.9_83 _.886l
3.67 585.6 H.9_94 _.8861
3.38 585._ _.91_8 _.8055
3.36 B85._ _.9fl_1 _.8_52
4.68 557-4 _.9_U2 _.8715
_._3 511.5 _._Z_2 _.08_5
4.B3 511.8 _.9199 _.U8_9
4._5 51E.8 _._2i2 _.8826
3.37 633.7 _.UU65 U.8671
4.24 UU_.7 fl.O_ll _.U571
4._4 5_.3 _._U4 U. USG5
4._4 UUg. U _.U_13 U,0572
3.!_7 58G.U _.UIJ5 _.UVU2


























PT/PS U/C_ TT29 PT42 _/t_T DH/T _I_TIP PTIPT TQ/PT
155.86
3.4i4 _.414 751.8 45-_fl lg_.6 ._527 37,95 3.266
3.399 _.452 751,6 45._25 115+4 ._532 _7.Zl 3.Z58 15_.Z3
3.3_3 _,452 751.H 45._13 1!6.4 ._533 37.Z5 3.Z57 &5_.18
3.412 _.49Z 749.9 45._Z_ 126.7 ._535 36,56 3.Z67 13E._3
3.413 _.491 751.4 45°_27 1Z6.6 ._634 36.58 3.268 !3G._7
Z.fl_jl _.489 74£.8 45._Z6 98.3 ._377 34.44 _ °958 98.Z6
2._& B.49U 748.5 45._14 98.3 _377 34.46 I 969 98.&5
1.4_4 _.4_9 743.3 45.fl91 58.9 ._lU_ 3_.27 1.395 7Z._2
1.4_7 _._,;g 7_.6 45._88 59._ ._lg9 3_,33 1.398 7Z.38
1.4Q3 _.452 749.9 45,1H2 55._ .HIGH Z9.38 1.395 63.79
1.4_4 _.451 748.9 45._9Z 64.9 ._i_9 Z.3B t.395 63.73
1.4_1 _.491 751.8 45._36 7_.4 .d188 Z8,69 1.394 56.93
1.4_I _.4gt 75_.6 45._39 7_.5 ._188 28.67 1.394 56.86
4.792 _.41Z 749.6 45._22 117.i ._762 37.98 4.41_ 183.85
4.79_ _,41! 752.5 45._4_ 115.9 ._763 38,91 4.4_8 184.1B
4.783 _.41_ 753.8 45._41 110.8 .BTGZ 3U._3 4.4_7 184.34
4.79_ _.411 75Z.3 45._48 I17o_ .H7G3 38._1 4.4#7 184._6
4.788 ._.41Z 749.6 45.g37 117.Z ._763 37.96 4.4_6 183.73
4.79_ d.41Z 748.4 45._5_ 117.3 .#753 38._ 4.4_8 183.57
4.79_ _.4iZ 748.6 45._4! 117.3 ._763 38.U_ 4.4_9 I_3.59
TO/_ET TT55 ETA-TT ETA-TS
_,37 555.2 _.91#7 _.8834
4._4 553.4 _.9t95 _._923
4._4 553._ _.918_ _.89Z5
3.7Z 55Z.l _._ZI7 _.894fl
2.85 _31.7 _.89Z9 _.8743
Z.85 63_._ _.893_ _,8739
Z.38 6UU.£ #.8558 _[.B517
Z.39 5_.! _.B654 _.85_5
Z.17 69_._ _.872H _.8582
Z.17 _U9.5 _.87_1 _.8559
i.99 _91.9 _.865_ _.8555
1.99 69_.8 _.8653 0.8556
4.U4 5!_.fl B.Z_7 fl. UO_l
6.B5 51Z.B _,9193 8.8799
4.B5 51Z.9 _.9!9_ _.8798
4.84 511.9 _.9193 _.8U_4
4.84 51_.4 _.9Z96 UoB8_7











Block II Stage One Nozzle Cascade (Conf. la)
Lampblack and Oil Traces
Upo= co_pletlon of the performance evaluation of the Block ii stage one _ozzle
a=_u!ar cascade_ a l_black and oil mixture was applied a_ varieus points _n _everal
pa_ages and the cascede _es run immediately up to deslg_ pressure ramie. _e _ho_o_
centalned he_ei_ preee_ so_e of _he more revealing flow traces for _h_ uo=zle row,
which is characC_rlzcd by high outer _all slope and high annulus flare.
Fi_re I-I _resents _he general flow pattern over the af_ portion of the _ _-_ ,,_
surface. The _:race lef_ by the outer _a!l vor_ex 18 obvious and corresponds in _ts
sp_wlse loca_io_ to _he low efficiency region in the cascade efficiency profile,
Figure 90, No_e also _he relatively smaller vortex for_ed on the i_ner wall, %_e_e
traces are reminiscent of those obtained by Lae_ston, Nice, end Hooper (Figure 4 of
Reference 2).
F_re I-_2 sho_s how'flow en_erlng the passage on the inner b_md (wall) is defiee=e
acros_ Zhe passage to_ard the suction surface _o eventually from the passage vortex trac
evident _n Figure I-l. Note also that so_e of the entering flow splits and fol!o_ the
suction side around into the adjacent passage.
F_ure I_3 is a view (through a mirror) of the flow traces enterlns a passage cn th_
outer band. The traces here are generally similar to those in Figure I-2, but more
severe in nature. "-
l-l! is a view, aft looking forward, into a passage and to_ards the outer band
sho_,_ng the extremely strong crossflow tendencies in this channel. Note how the _low
"piling up" a£ the corner formed by the band and the suction surface eventually for_s























E_ EfflclentEng_ine-Low Pressure Turbine Test Hardware Detailed D_
Re_r___, Cherry, D.G., Gay, C.H_ and Le_ahan, D.T., NASA CR 167956, to be
issued_
"%X_ree Di_ensio_l Flow Withim a Turbine Cascade Passage _', La_sston, LOS.,
Nice, M.Lo_ and Ueoper_ RoM._ ASM_ Paper 76_T-50,.M_reh_ 1976.
'_)escribing Uncert[_Inties i_ Si_le-S_mple Exper!meu_s", KJ.ine_ McClin_och,
Mecban..cal L_,,_%ne_=_, January _ 1953; AS}_.
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